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WGTB Claims 
Harassment by 
Federal Agency 

by Andy Lang 
The Federal Communications Commission is trying to 

"harass" WGTB radio, Program Director Thomas O'Brien 
(ColI. '73) said this week. 

The F .C.C. is conducting a nationwide investigation of 
obscenity on radio, he said. Investigators from the agency 
visited the station March 23 and requested information on the 
station's format and music programming. 

"They asked to inspect the log --"-T-h-e-M-o-n-d-ay-a-f-t-er-,-th-e-y-c-a-ll-ed
of the previous week, looked 
around the control room and talked back and they asked to speak to an 

announcer and set up an appoint
to Ken Sleeman for almost an hour, ment for an hour," he added. 
asking about our policy for select· 
ing music," O'Brien said. "They (Continued on page 6) 

WGTB claims the F.C.C. is trying to harass the radio station. (Photo by Fred Kohun) 

had Ken pull from our library 
"Woodstock," "National Lampoon 
Radio Dinner" and some Jefferson 
Airplane and Frank Zappa. They 
listened to some of the music and 
made Ken sign a statement on what 
our music policy is: The Board of 
Directors must approve all music 
that is broadcast on the FM in 
advance." Sleeman is the profes
sional manager of the station. 

Gays Meet 
To Decide 
Future Plans 

Jesuit in Congress 

Drinan Speaks at G.U. Eigat persons attended an orga
nizational meeting Wednesday night 
for the Gay Georgetown Com
munity. The group, originally the 
Gay Georgetown Students, was 
guaranteed the right to organize 
unofficially by Executive Educa
tional Vice-President the Rev. 
Edmund G. Ryan, S.J. last month. 

by Mark Von Hagen Starving Third World 
U.S. Rep. Robert Drinan, S.J., "In a civilized nation, we can't 

said Monday evening that God sent say we're· going to waste our 
him "to Washington to drive the resources on the assumption that 
snakes out of the federal govern- our alleged enemy will use nuclear 
ment." Fr. Drinan spoke to an weapons. The industrialized nations 
audience of 60 people in Gaston are starving the third world," Fr. 
Hall in the third lecture of the Drinan said. 
Lenten series. "We do pretend that we're a 

Fr. Drinan, the first priest- moral nation. Catholics, Protestants 
Congressman since 1882, was and Jews have assumed that religion 
elected from the Massachusetts will produce moral individuals to 
Third District in 1970. He was go into government, but I suggest 
returned to his seat last year. Fr_ that all churches are responsible for 
Drinan was graduated from the the hideousness of the military 
Georgetown Law School in 1950 establishment and the bankruptcy 
and has been living in Georgetown's of our budget for programs in the 
Jesuit community since 1970. He Judeo-Christian rationalist ethic." 
also served as Boston College Law Fr. Drinan has voted against the 
School Dean from 1956 to 1970. Vietnam war, the $85 billion 

"I see a crisis in the political military budget and any form of 
order" Fr. Drinan said. "I want the military draft. He claims the Viet
voice 'Of morality and religion· in the narn war is the best example of 
chambers of government. I want a government neglect of religion in 
peaceful revolution for our bicen- the United States. 
tennial celebration. "The churches should not be 

"Our ·foreign policy is n~thing intimidated," he said. "I'm en
more than a coexistence of terror. couraged that so many people 
We support the fascists wherever we know tha~ thi~ country has gone 
can find them while containing the astray. ThIS natIon has fallen to the 
communist conspiracy;" worship of its own P?wer. Nixon 

says 'we must be first, but I want 
to be first in the things that count." 

FR. DRINAN 

Fr. Drinan accused the Nixon 
administration of perpetuating an 
ethic contrary to Judeo·Christian 
selflessness. "I was appalled when 
Nixon said in his inaugural address, 
'what have you done for yourself?' 
Such words are the opposite of our 
religious traditions of helping 
others. King Richard gives off the 
work ethic as the eleventh com
mandment. 

"You must rise up and say that 
we are not going to be silent. We 
are not going to be good Germans. 
You have to fundamentally radica
lize your lives. You have to get 
radicalized and politicized and not 
live ordinary middle-class middle· 
age lives in your suburban home in 
Scarsdale trying to send your kids 
to Georgetown. 

Rank Fifteenth 

"We rank fifteenth in the world 
on aid to third world nations, half 

of humanity growing in hunger, 
growing in illiteracy, growing in 
desperation. " 

After the speech, Fr. Drinan 
answered questions from the audi
ence. On abortion, he said that the 
Supreme Court decision was "prob
ably inevitable. But the reasoning is 
quite faulty in my opinion. Abor
tion laws, however, as they stand 
are unenforceable. 

"The ball is in the hands of the 
medical profeSSion. Can we educate 

(Continued on page 16) 

"The statement also included a 
brief statement on. our format, 
which is progressive rock, and that 
our announcers are free to broad
cast whatever we have screened 
first." 

The F .C.C. investigators also 
asked Sleeman if the station had 
played a specific selection by a 
certain male vocalist, O'Brien said. 
"They did not say if they were 
acting on a specific complaint. Ken 
said he didn't know. 

Academic 
Vote Next 

Council 
Week 

Campaigns are underway for 29 
positions in the academic councils 
of four of the undergraduate 
schools. A heavy turnout is expect
ed for the academic elections 
because balloting will take place as 
part of undergraduate pre-registra
tion next week. 

Voting will be at the dean's 
offices of the College, School of 
Foreign Service and School of 
Business Administration. Balloting 
will be at the Assistant Dean's office 
for the School of Languages and 
Linguistics. The election will be 
from 10 a.m. to 4· p.m. Wednesday 
and Thursday. 

Four positions are open in the 
College Academic CounciL Candi
dates for At-Large Academic Re
presentative are Charles Fazio, 
Thom Laurino, Steven. Garbini, 
Keith Johnson and Valerie Bailye. 
In the race for Class of '75 
Representative are Stuart Garfinkle, 
Ron LeFrancois, Michael Mc
Carthy, Ed Papa, John Wooters, 
Joan Planell and Robert Devaney. 

Candidates for the Class of '74 
Representative are Alice Manning, 
Judy Orie, Camilla Broderick, 
Frank DiGiammarino, Patricia Cain 
and Sam Rieff. Candidates for Class 
of '76 Academic Representative are 

composed of ten students, five 
appointed by the administration 
and five elected by the student 
body. In the past year, the group 
has organized majors associations in 
several departments, initiated the 
"lemon day" protest against in-

(Continued on Page 17) 

"We're going to try operating 
under Fr. Ryan's guidelines for the 
time being," said William Appert 
(SLL'74), a coordinator of the 
group. "We've decided not to 
appeal to Fr. Henle right away, but 
take full advantage of Fr. Ryan's 
guarantees. " 

Organizers of the Gay George
town Students were denied their 
second appeal for recognition March 
15. In a letter to the group, Fr. 
Ryan promised to "support and 
protect the exercise of your rights 
as students of Georgetown Univer
sity ." 

The Student Life Handbook 
grants students the right to post 
signs, place announcements in stu
dent publications and reserve Uni
versity facilities for activities. 

Fr. Ryan withheld formal re
(Continued on Page 13) 

Brian· Smith, Robert Read and Kris Niedermeier, chairman of the S.A.B., has announced elections for 
Patrick Smith. four school academic councils will take place next week (Photo by Keith 

The College Academic Council is King) 
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On English Lit. 
stoned soul I H.J. Nora 

We are supposedly living in history's most highly 
educated society. Yet one wonders why intelligence is so 
rare. One studies our country's history and is struck with 
the brilliance and number of men who led the colonies to 
independence. Then one regards -the number of govern
ment students at Georgetown and is amazed at the lack of 
originality brought to bear on our modem - problems. 
Today illiteracy is almost completely eradicated in the 
U.S., but what do Americans read? Love Story, The 
Odessa File, and that great moral teacher, who might 
someday replace Rod McKuen as the All-American seer, 
Jonathan Livingston Seagull. 

Despite Mr. Nixon's cuts in aid to higher education, we 
may assume that for some years to come, past and present 
students of English literature will constitute a large 
segment of the population. What are they reading when 
they leave college? 

The major problem, I believe, is that students have little 
of the necessary time and energy to read literature outside 
of the formal academic situation. This would not be bad, if 
formal academics did not emphasize only one aspect of a 
reader's skills. 

During my freshman year I had to read Sartre's Nausea 
for a Theology course. The book was so compelling that I 
had to read it a page at a time, ten or twenty pages an 
hour. (Today readers are only compelled by those books 
which they can read at once-e.g. Rosemary's Baby and 
The Andromeda Strain.) I finally decided to quit reading 
Nausea three days before my midterm exam. Not only did 
I have other books to re-read before the test, but I had to 
readjust my relationship with Nausea and become an 
analyst instead of a reader. Besides, the peculiar theme of 
the book not only threatened to destroy my objectivity 
during the test, but may also have inspired me to miss the 
test and leave school. 

A student's academic objectivity does not always 
involve such an extreme emasculation of the author's art. 
But any work with literature in formal academics will 
involve a degree of this destruction. One simply should not 
approach Homer and Shakespeare thinking, "there will be 
a test on this book in two weeks and I must read it now, 
for I must finish three other books before Sunday"-all 
this before opening the cover! 

When one analyzes a work of literature, whether it is 
with a theory of aesthetics, or with the psychological and 
sociological orientations of an individual's professor, a 
great deal of the art's reality is abstracted away. We are left 
with economics, philosophy, or some other discipline that 
could more profitably be confronted elsewhere. 

This does not discredit the real purpose of a formal 
education in literature. A freshman recently complained 
about her poetry class. The class, it seems, is being 
subverted by a group of "free spirits" who refuse to 
consider rhyme patterns and metre as relevant to the 
meaning of poetry. It is true that metre and rhyme do not 
constitute the art or complete reality of poetry, yet a 
knowledge of them can deepen our awareness of a work of 
art. But before we can reach this dimension of 
appreciation we must have a strong and broad relationship 
with the art. The problem is more readily recognized in a 
poetry class, perhaps, because poetry is rarely read outside 
of formal academics. 

Students come to college with only a minimal 
background in literature. In college they do not have the 
time to approach the art without a high degree of formal 
objectivity. They can avoid being extreme in this 
approach, but they are confronted with those more 
"successful" students who have bastardized their intelli
gence until they can bring their academic work a glibness 
that is impressive, intelligent, and so thoroughly developed 
that they miss the entire point. 

.If I were a Georgetown professor of English I would 
shudder at the number of philistines I was turning into the 
world and would work to decrease the academic pressure 
that reinforces their thinking. More importantly, George
town students must learn to "read for the reading"; they 
must allow themselves the subjective pleasure of Art, 
something which never will be - graded, critiqued and 
encourage by anyone but themselves. 

Note: Since this is the last edition of Stoned Soul, I would 
take this opportunity to thank all those who have 
criticized, disagreed with, and commented upon the 
column, especially, Deeda Cunniff, Rev. W. Schweder S.J., 
Joseph Tecumseh Nora, and my friends at The HOY A. 

THE BOYA 

'-.' " 

University President Fr. Henle (left) has written a letter to D.C. Mayor Walter Washington asking him to end 
discrimination against students looking for apartments in Washington. Student Body President Doug Kellner 
has met with other D.C. area college presidents on the issue. (Photo by Keith King) -

G . U. President Attacks 
Housing Discrimination 

by Mark Forster with Catholic and American Univer- of university presidents who have 
pursued the matter." University President the Rev. R. sity student leaders to organize the 

J. Henle, S.J. has urged the D.C. Consortium against housing dis
government to end discrimination crimination. Consortium re
against students in a letter sent to presentatives hope to appear before 
D.C. Mayor Walter E. Washington. the D.C. city council in a hearing 

Johnson cited former Student 
Government President John Ken
nedy (C'73) and his staff's "action 
to prevent discrimination" by list-_ 
ing local real estate agents who are 
willing to rent to students. 

concerning housing discrimination 
In a related development, Fr. against students, schedUled for 

Henle also urged that the Con-
sortium of D.C. Area Universities mid-April. 
"have someone look I'nto the "The D.C. Housing Code permits A'I bl M-d M M-d A val a e: I - ay to I ugust 

discrimination against students in 
alleged discrimination or possible housing," said Keith Johnson Fully furnish,ed, partially 
discrimination against students" (C'74), former University Resi- air-conditioned, House for four 

and place the matter on the agenda dence Board Chairman. "Through in Georgetown 
for the group 's next meetl-ng Rent $325 per month plus utilities 

. the effort of Student Government 
H I , t' It d f Call 965-1496 en e s ac IOn resu e rom it has been brought to the attention '--____________ ....1 

information given to him by Stu- ,----------------------------t 
dent Goverment President Doug 
Kellner and Vice-President Neil 
Shankman after their meetings with 
other Consortium university presi
dents concerning housing dis
crimination. 

OPPORTUNITY 

Summer jobs in Europe available on priority basis. A work adventure_ 
Travel and learn. Sound Exciting? Campus Agents will soon be accepting 
.applications: Call 354-2803: Ms. Stewart. 

-In his letter to Washington, Fr ... _________________________ ... 

Henle stated "it seems that dis
crimination against students in the 
Nation's Capital is altogether inap
propriate and unjust." He suggested 
that it is "possible for landlords to 
draw up contracts to protect them 
from the irresponsible type of 
young person" while making it 
possible for the "majority of 
Georgetown students to obtain 
housing on an equal basis." 

Put Pressure 
Shankman said that Student 

Goverment "has been in contact 
with Consortium schools" and that 
"together we hope to put pressure 
on city government." 

The External Relations Office of 
Student Government headed by 
Dart Westphal has held meetings 

Alternative 
To Abortion: 

PAPERS & TERM 
THESES Typed 

KNOWLEDGEABLE - EXPERIENCED 

We will assist you in meeting GUs proper Jonnat requirements. 

EFFICIENT BUSINESS SERVICE 
SIS-15th St., N.W. - Our 19th year - 783-0715 

GU Special 
$ 1LoOi OFF 
Any Dinner Purchase 

Sun thru Thur 
with this ad 

For aMEMOBABLE 
EVENING ••• 

• German A,meri.. • Accordion 
can Specleltles • Piano 

• Imported & Do- "'-_-'- Ni ...... 
..-Ile Beers on Tep • _ ... ~.ts 19 .. ". 

• Bohemian Atmoo-
• Vintage Wines pi..... 

• Free Cheese & Crackers 

THE ORIGINAL 

OLD STEIN 
Noon till 2 A.M. 

1_339 Conn. Ave., N.W. 

785-2362 

OLD STEIN 

PUB -
Open 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. 

2603 CO",'II. Ave., N.W. 

265-0100 
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Columnist Speaks 
On 'Chi~a Today.1 

by Dr. Stephen Cheston 
Assistant Graduate Dean , 

Joseph Alsop, the noted syndi· 
cated columnist,.,' spoke at the 

Evaliiation 
Booklets 
The Student Academic Board 

will distribute copies of the 
Undergraduate .Student Course 
Evaluation today and next week 
at LaUinger Library. ' 

The evaluation contains the 
stUdent ratings of the quality of 
courses and professors last fall. 
"It can be very helpful in 
deciding which courses to 'take 
next fall," according to John' 
Goldenring (ColI. '73), a spoke's
man for the academic group. 

"Unlike previous course criti
ques, this year's evaluation for 
the first time contains all 
University undergrad diviSions, 
including languages, nursing and 
business courses," Goldering 
said. 

The booklet will be sold at 50 
cents because of its increased 
size and printing costs, Golden
ring said. "Otherwise, we cannot 
afford the publication," he said. 

Goldenring asked students to 
support the Evaluation." It costs 
less than a beer at the Tombs 
and is much more useful," he 
said. "If the S.A.B. sustains a 
large monetary loss we simply 
cannot countinue to publish 
student course critiques in 
semesters to come." 

, Graduate Dean's Seminar, March 27 
oil "China Today." 

"There is a 30 percent chance of 
war between China and U.S.S.R. in 
the near future," said Alsop to the 
30 invited faculty members, 
graduate students and guests at the 
seminar. "The size of the Soviet 
mobilization on the Chinese border 
is equivalent to the U.S. moving 
one million men to Alaska with full 
supply and logistic support, a task 
of monumental size and cost." 
Alsop continued that "an invest
ment of this dimension indicates 
that the Soviets are deadly serious 
about the Chinese nuclear develop
ment program. The Soviets have to 
come to a decision within the very 
near future whether to castrate the 
Chinese nuclear capability or not. V~~'i 

"If matters are allowed to 
continue it will be too late as the 
Chinese will be strong enough to 
take a tremendous toll on Russia in 
retaliation for such an attack," he 
said. A successful Soviet attack on 
China would seriously upset the 
power balance in this tripolar world 
and would have very serious conse
quences for the U.S. 

Columnist Joseph Alsop spoke at a graduate dean's seminar March 27. 

S.G. Backs Down' 

Deal Made on Parietals 
by Barry Wiegand administration has never recognized 

A compromise agreement on this policy, however, and maintains 
student self-determination .and tilat final decision-making authority 

The Graduate Dean's Seminar is freshman parietals has been reached has never been ceded "in. any 
funded by the Center for Strategic by Student Government officials matter to a student group." 
and International Studies to bring and the University administratIon. The StUdent Senate, which con
distinguished authorities and high As a result of the agreement and firms all 12 members and alternates 
level policy makeJ:s in contact with other recent developments, several of the Residential Violations Board 
Georgetown graduate faculty and student officials have expressed (R.V.B.), made agreement with 
graduate students in the ,area of optimism that the University's self-determination one of the 
their expertise. Previous parti- Board of Directors may vote to grounds for approving the nomi
cipants have been Martin Hillen- reduce or abolish parietals for next nees. 
brand, . Assistant Secretary of State year's freshmen. .,. Quad Rejects Parietals 
for European Affairs, Harold. S~udent self-determmatlOn IS. an 
Passer Assistant Secretary of Com- offiCial Student Government polIcy Earlier this year, the Quadrangle 

, h' h . taO th t tud ts h House Council voted to allow each merce and Hobart Rowan the w IC mam InS a s en. ave. . . 
. I . t f th W' h the right through dormitory house floor In the Quad to <ietermme Its economics co umms or e as -, h f . te .. t' E' ht . t R t councils to determine residential own ours 0 In rvlSlta Ion. Ig 

mg on os. conduct'rules for their dorms. The' of the nine floors in the Quad voted 
24-hour intervisitation. University 
rules state that the hours of 
intervisitation for freshman stu· 
dents are noon to midnight on 
weekdays and noon to 2 a.m. on 
weekends. 

As a result of the house council 
and floor votes, the first two 
students accused of breaking pari
etals were acquitted March 12 by 
the R.V.B. 

Later that week, Dean of Stu
dents Valerie B. Yokie fined the 
two students involved $25 each, in 
what she referred to as an "admin
istrative action." 

"Faced with this decision of 
Student Government to operate 
outside of the established proce
dures and cognizant of the intense 
political pressure exerted on the 
student members of the Board, I 

had no alternative but to take 
administrative action," Ms. Y okie 
wrote to the Board. . 

Director of Adjudications Jack 
Leslie (SFS'76) took issue with 
Dean Yokie, however, replying, 
"Your concurrent jurisdiction with 
the R.V.B. over alleged violations 
of residence hall regulations does 
not permit you to take administra
tive action after a decision of the 
Board. 

"It should also be pointed out 
that your action was not consistent 
with the adjudication system's out
lined procedure for administrative 
action," the letter said. 

To Follow Regulations 
After further negotiations, it was 

decided that the Resident Assis· 
tants involved should appeal the 
original decision and that Student 
Government would instruct mem
bers of the Appeals Board and the 
R.B.V. to follow University regula
tions. 

Under adjudication rules, a fine 
imposed by the R.B.V. may not be 
increased by any appeals board. 

"It was either we stick to our 
policy and push hard while every
body was fined $25 or compromise 
on the stand we've taken and make 
it easy on the students accused." 
Leslie said. 

"We thought about taking the 
University to court and our legal 
advisors said that our legal footing 

(Continued on Page 7) 

An administrative action by Dean of Students Valerie B. Yokie is being 
challenged in the parietals fight. 
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Editorials 
Weekends 

. This weekend is the College's second Par
ents' Weekend, and the UniverSity will be 
rolling out the carpet to make our parents feel 
welcome at Georgetown. 

Though none of the myriads of scheduled 
activities are mandatory for parents to attend, 
it's clear that the planning committees involv
ed have attempted to provide something for 
everyone: sporting events, sight-seeing tours 
(with bus transportation provided from Healy 
Circle), panel discussions and speeches, and a 
full list of cultural events are among the 
schedule of events. 

ities" of the weekend, a Dean's reception, a 
party and a talk describing the various extra
curricular activities available to students are 
the extent of the "planned" schedule of 
events. 

. While that sounds like it could be time 
consuming it really isn't. For the remainder of 
our prospective freshman's time, it is recom
mended that he attend as many (or as few) 
classes as he wants or see the sights (on his 
own). 

In effect, what happens is that the twenty
five or so high school seniors are left to their 
own devices in an unfamiliar environment 
and, because they are scattered in the dorms 

. with anyone who happened to have a spare 

Friday, April 6, 1~73 

The weekend should be quite a success, 
too. From a prototype experiment it has 
progressed a long way. 

But Parents' Weekend isn't the only ~ype of 
weekend Georgetown sponsors. The Student 
Admissions Committee, as one of their efforts 
to influence prospective freshmen to attend' 
the University, have hosted a series of Admis
sions Weekends. Interested high school se
niors, before they have heard from the Office 
of Admissions, are entertained for a few days 
by living in a dorm and supposedly sharing 
other experiences of a college student. 

bed, even have difficulties in huddling to- _------------------------_ 
gether to keep themselves occupied. 

It seems a bit ironic that we're willing to 
'provide all sorts of services to our parents to Rostrum 
present an impressive image of Georgetown, 1----------------------------1 
but will present such a shoddy image to Tomorrow's school will have no rejects: it must 
people we hope will attend the University. guarantee every child a high minimum of accomplishment 

Perhaps the Student Admissions Com- in fundamental skills. 

In actu~ity, however, "entertained" is 
hardly the word. 

A tour of the campus when they first 
arrive, a meeting to explain the other "activ-

mittee would do well to review their program, We no longer can talk of "dumb" or "lazy" children. 
and if they lack the personnel to give first Almost every child learns, by age three or four, basic skills 
class treatment to these high school seniors, that are infinitely more complex and more difficult than 
they should ask other service agencies on anything we try to teach in school. Even the least-endowed 
campus, such as Alpha Phi Omega and the normal child learns the language, for example. We will 
Collegiate Club, to help them. expect tomorrow's schools to help each child acquire 

Have You Heard? 
Word of mouth has it that pre~registration 

for the Fall semester begins Monday. 
This means that next week some 3,000 

undergraduates will be frantically trying to 
plan their schedules and find their advisors to 
secure both approval and a signature on their 
pre-registration forms; only to wait it out 
while their Dean's office gives it a final 
perusal. 

While it can be argued that students can 
avoid much of this grief simply by having 
already met with their advisors, it is also a 
fact that the course information booklets will 
not be available until Monday; we all know 
the difference between "talking" a schedule 
and actually working it out on paper. 

The Registrar's Office and the various 
Deans' Offices are trying to make registration 
a much less harrowing experience than it can 
be. Because of the opportunity to select 
alternate courses at pre-registration, most of' 
us will have our schedules settled by the end 

of this semester and will avoid the lines at 
McDonough Gym next fall. 

But whether you have to wait at the Gym 
or at White-Graven or the point is that regis
tration is still a hassle, and perhaps a little 
more cooperation between the Registrar and 
the Deans could straighten out some of the 
difficulties. 

Course information booklets should be 
made available prior to pre~registration-that 
way, students could meet earlier with their 
advisors and work out suitable schedules 
without the pressure of a hurried deadline 
that now threatens. Examination schedules 
for the next semester should be published 
concurrent with the information booklets, so 
students could know what they're getting 
into. 

It shouldn't be too hard to set earlier 
printing deadlines so that earlier distribution 
dates could be arranged for the necessary 
information. 
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other, lesser skills, just as we expect every family to enable 
a child to learn to speak and to walk. 

The schools must utilize the individual's own rhythm, 
his own learning speed, his own pattern. This too we have 
learned by watching the infant acquire his basic skills. No 
two children learn to speak the same way. One child 
experiments for hours with sounds 'and apparently does 
not tire. The next child plays with sounds for 10 minutes, 
then shifts to something else, then 10 minutes later comes 
back to playing with sounds again, and so on. 

The traditional lock step of education once was a 
necessity when the teacher had 30 or 50 children. He had 
to impose the same pattern on all of them- or thought he 
did. Certainly with today's tools, this no longer is so---even 
in large classes. 

The traditional school is labor-intensive; it has neither 
tools nor capital equipment. We have invested little more 
than $100 per student---except in medical schools, physics 
laboratories and such- as against the $30,000 or $40,000 
or $50,000 the modem communications company invests 
per employee. We have relied on labor; which meant ,that 
the teacher's convenience had to be imposed on the entire 
class. Yet teachers were both underpaid and underused. 
American education tomorrrow will require a great deal 
more by way of tools than we have had. 

Today's school is still the school of the scribes. We are 
beset by verbal arrogance, contemptuous of whatever is 
not reading, writing, or arithmetic. And yet one look 
should show us a world in which verbal skills are not the 
only productive ones. They are necessary-a foundation. 
But the purely verbal skills are not necessarily the central 
performance skill when electronic media carry the main 
information load. 

People are endowed differently in different areas, but 
today's school dismisses three quarters of human 
endowments as irrelevant. This is inhuman and stupid. It is 

, also incompatible with the realities of our economy and 
our society. We need craftsmen 'in thousands of areas; 
everywhere we need people with excellence in one 
area-and not necessarily a verbal one. We will expect the 
school to find the individual's real strength, challenge it, 
and make it productive. 

The school of tomorrow will be neither behavioristic 
nor cognitive, neither child-centered nor discipline
centered. It will be all of these. 

These old controversies have been phonies all aiong. We 
need the behaviorist's triad of practice/reir~:rorcementl 
feedback to lodge learning in memory. We need purpose, 
decision, values, understanding-the cognitive categories, 
lest learning be mere behavior, activity rather than action. 

Peter F. Drucker 
School Around the Bend 
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I Am ·the President 
by Ivan M Katz 

The domestic presidency of 
Richard Nixon has been nothing 
more or nothing less than a 
catastrophe for this nation. If it 
weren't for his successes in the 
international field (which are more 
like non-failures), he could easily be 
the worst President since Ulysses S. 
Grant. As things stand now, he is in 
close running with Warren Harding. 

Richard Nixon has taken the 
U.S. economy and made a multi
billion dollar hodgepodge of it. 

The President is claiming to hold 
down Federal spending. :tie is doing 
this through military spending that 
has shot higher and higher in 
monetary terms year after year, and 
by cutting back on social programs. 
What he doesn't like in a bill he 
impounds, and when he has to 
explain it, he hides behind the 
cloak of executive privilege. 

revelations of Watergate and other 
questionable activities. Connecticut 
Senator Lowell Weicker, Jr_ an
nounced earlier this week that H.R_ 
Haldeman, the President's right: 
most hand, knew about the Water
gate matter when it was in the 
operational stage. John Mitchell, 
regardless of Martha's phone calls, 
apparently had knowledge of it, as 
did John Dean III, the President's 
lawyer. 

Richard Nixon is a disaster for 
America. Richard Nixon is the odds 
on favorite to be the Harding of 
this half of the century. Richard 
Nixon is an example of a President 
elected by a landslide who has 
forgotten there is an electorate out 
there who needs and wants to know 
what is truly happening. 

Spice of Life 

Richard Nixon is an example of a President elected by a landslide who 
has forgotten there is an electorate out there who needs and wants to 
know what is truly happening. 

First we had the heralded 
"Economic Game Plan". That was 
the perfect and unchangeable play 
until the President whizzed right 
around on August 15, 1971 and 
gave us Phase 1. Phase I worked 
well; there was no reason a freeze 
should not have worked well. But a 
freeze is a cheap shot, a temporary 
measure that forestalls for 60, 90, 
or 120 days the eventual realization 
that. your economy is in trouble. 
Phase II was that wonderful period 
of Wage and Price Commissions, 
which did a splendid job of making 
certain that prices shot up while 
wages stayed fairly constant. 

Richard Nixon has sold out the 
entire civil rights movement. By 
taking formerly ear-marked funds 
and putting them in the general 
"revenue sharing" (which translates 
into letting the red necks' state 
capitals do what they what with the 
money) he has completely removed 
the wind from the sails of the 
Federal civil rights effort. Nixon 
has made people of liberal mind 
scream for a period of "benign 
neglect" feeling that it's the best 
they could get from him. His 
neglect has not been benign in the 
past; just neglect, and a con
temptuous neglect at that. 

The farmer has virtually been 
sold up the river. He is caught in 
between rising costs and a firm 
desire on the part ~f the consumer 
not to pay those rising costs. All 
the help he is getting from Washing
ton is irritating nostroms from the 
Secretary of Agricultre which seem 
to be aimed at turning this entire 
nation against the farmers. 

EducauonalGuuslaush 
by Dave Deye 

In January of this year, the 
President announced Phase III, a 
new plan which could be subtitled 
"Nixon's plan to have all hell break 
loose in the American economy." 
Now the President has put a limit 
on meat prices. Too little and too 
late say the economists. 

The President has, through his 
lackeys, scandalized the nation with 

While preparing this week's 
grocery Jist, it struck me that I had 
learned quite a bit about "home" 
economics over the past year. 
Employing primitive accounting 
and economic policies, my room
mate and I have furnished and kept 
up our Rosslyn apartment. Living in 
a Northern Virginia neighborhood 
demands creative application of 

'All in the Family' 

Let Them Eat Cake 
by Ken Koenig 

Contributing Editor 
Tuition, as evelYone knows, is going up 

every year, with apparently no end in sight. 
Things at Georgetown are bad in this respect, 
but they are no as bad as they could be. For 
instance, it costs $3200 in tuition alone to go 
to Harvard. Princeton's tuition is $3300 while 
Yale's is $3250. Even Brown charges $3400 
per academic year. But these are Ivy League 
schools, you say. Right you are. Other private 
colleges and universities are higher, sometimes 
by significant amounts, than Georgetown, 
however. For instance, it costs $2650 to go to 
Boston College for a year. Alfred University 
(don't look at me, I never heard of it, either) 
charges $2800 per year. DePauw of Indiana 
even costs more than Georgetown. Nearby 
Johns Hopkins University costs $3000 a year_ 
So, perhaps Georgetown's $2500 a year looks 
reasonable in comparison. If the Board of 
Directors is sincere in their statement that 
they intend to hold the line. in tuition 
increases in the future, and if the administra
tion is sincere in its announced efforts to 
economize in the future, maybe Georgetown 
will seem to be a comparative bargain in years 
to come. On the other hand, San Fr8ncisco 
University, a Jesuit school, charges less than 
$2000 a year. "Go West, young man?" 

The administration is currently considering 
a proposal to conduct a contest to name the 
bookstore when it 'is relocated in the 
basement of Lauinger Library. Ordinarily, I'd 
say that this is an idea destined for 
immortality in the halls of inanity. But, as 
with many things the administration does, 
there's a catch-and this catch is one that will 
work in the winning student's favor. The 
winner of the contest would be offered a gift 
certificate of substantial amount-probably in 
the neighborhood of $50. At current prices, 
that would buy about 1/3 to 1/2 of a given 
semester's books! 

The Great Healy Food Service took a giant 
leap forward at the beginning of this week 
when the equipment began to be installed. 

Surely you remember the Great Healy Food 
Service. It was supposed to be operative at the 
beginning of the semester, then after spring 
break, etc., etc. Maybe, just maybe, it'll be in 
operation at the beginning of next year. Just 
think, another chance to contract ptomaine 
poisoning! 

Speaking of, it is with tidings of 
great ... uh ... urn ... the Food Committee 
is ... ah ... um ... Macke will be back next 
year, by unanimous vote of the Food 
Committee. Looking objectively at Macke, 
one has to realize that they do offer the 
University a good financial deal. Macke reps. 
have assured members of the Food Committee 
that the board plan prices will be the same 
next year. And the food is, well ... the food 
is there. I'm not apologizing for Macke food 
service. On the otper hand the Food 
Committee is supposed to be representative of 
the students' interests. The Food Committee 
failed to publicize the fact that the Macke 
contract would be under consideration last 
week. I doubt very much if the members of 
the Food Committee seriously consulted the 
opinions of the students they represented. 
Many members were not present at the 
meeting which ratified the Macke contract. I, 
a non-voting member of the committee, was 
not there. The point of all this is that while the 
results of the meeting probably would not 
have been different, the whole affair was 
handled in a manlJ,er that was not consistent 
with the idea of student representation. In 
fairness to the committee, steps have been 
taken to rectify this matter before the 
contract is discussed next year. Additionally, 
it should be noted that the Food Committee's 
decision is an advisory one only, leaving the 
administration with the final decision on the 
food service contract. Nevertheless, I think 
the Food Committee as a whole has, at the 
very least, neglected its representative func-
tion. . 

This is Parents' Weekend for the College. 
Watch your language, boys and girls. 

both psychological and sociological 
principles. 

Spending at least six hours a 
week burning tube steaks (hot 
dogs) and hambangers, in addition 
to cleaning dirty dishes, doors, 
floors, the refrigerator, the oven 
and the bathroom is a broadening 
experience. A weekly expedition to 
the local Safeway to watch the 
prices change on bread, milk, eggs 
and hamburger is surprisingly 
educational. You would be aston
ished at hamburger's versatility as a 
tool in the fine art of cooking. 
Chili, spaghetti, chili-spaghetti, 
meatloaf, lasagna, and my favor
ite-Rosslyn Guuslaush-are created 
from this choice beef selection. 

Living in an apartment, away 
from the country-club dorms, 
ought to be rewarded with aca
demic credit I. thought. With 
pre-registration right around the 
corner, I thought I would apply for 
an internship. 

I pleaded my case with the dean 
suggesting that my grade could be 
proportional to the degree of our 
apartment's neatness. Though he 
was impressed with my educational 
experiences and expressed a desire 
to sample my Rosslyn Guuslaush, 
he would not grant me academic 
credit for "Apartment Living." 

To expect academic credit for 
such a learning experience is surely 
ridiculous. Apartment living, writ
ing for the school's newspaper, and 
playing sports and friend-having are 

educational. However, these activ
ities are usually done for them
selves. Attending classes is not only 
done for its face value, but also for 
securing an academic degree, which 
is necessarily structured-thus the 
credit system. 

Essentially, internship programs 
are designed to blend the theory of 
the classroom with that theory 
witnessed in concrete examples. 

Generally, credits are given in 
proportion to work input which is 
judged in,respect to hours worked, 
several meetings with an advisor 
and an evaluation submitted by the 
student. 

The internship programs' pop
ularity among faculty is mixed, but 
a significant number of undergrad 
and grad students are involved in 
them. At least sixty SBA students 
under the guidance of Dr. Scharles 
are involved in the D.C. com
munity. In the College, most 
departments are open to internship 
proposals. The Foreign Service 
School too offers credit for creative 
internships. 

With Washington's reserve of 
experimental-education resources 
available and with the faculty eager 
to expand intern programs, it is 
now opportune for students to 
consider an independent I1roject to 
be submitted during pre-registration 
or prior to next fall's registration. 

For the student with responsible 
creativity and a little diplomacy, a 
great opportunity is at hand. 
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Letters. • • 

Ridiculous Rumors 

spot in the University itself to 
. continue our trade, and we hope to 
continue serving the students, 
faculty and neighbors and residents 

To th Ed't r- of Georgetown as long as we can 
I a~ t~k~n'g this opportunity to' pos~i?ly do so: I h~pe this letter has 

stop the rumors regarding the clanf!ed the slt~atlOn and I hope to 
future of Angelo's Barber Shop remrun here with you .all through 
from getting ridiculous. As most of many more years of servlc~. M . 

k th I t f . oe aggz 
h~~e ~~~ ha~d ~or l~~eor~~~b~~i~; Angelo's Barber Shop 

WGTB's Noise 

To the Editor: 

profession. Nevertheless, we have 
managed to survive, as there are still 
those who appreciate a good 
haircut and who like to look swell 
and feel well. My father, Angelo, 
started cutting hair in Georgetown 
in 1921 and still does occasionally. 
Also I know that hairstyles will 

The Baltimore-Washington Union of Jewish Students staged a protest against Pepsi on Key Bridge last week. change and we will be busy again. 
Robert Zassler of the' Georgetown Chavurah and Georgetown theology professor Harold White are at Georgetown University has al. 

We are presently sitting in our 
appartment listening to WGTB's 
noise - noise not unlike the sound 
of a broken washing machine. At 
almost any hour of the day or night 
you can tune in to our. school's fine 
radio station and .listen to the 
sound of L.S.D. brain waves, or 
even, if you're lucky, that of 
fingernails sliding down a black· 
board. We would honestly prefer to 
hear the WE AM team to WGTB's 
arcane sounds. Since we foot the 
bill for the station, we ask if 
anything can be done to sway the 
tastes of WGTB's "heavy" D.J.'s. 

,--c_e_n_te_r_. _(P_h_o_t_o_b_y_P_a_tr_i_ck_E_a_r_ly_> _____________________________ --' ways patronized us. All the money 
in the world could not gain us 
better aquaintances and friends 
than we have made here. WGTB Claims F.C.C. 

Investigating Obscenity 
Contrary to the belief of many, 

this building is the only one in the 
whole block that is not owned by 
the University. It is owned by my 
father. Georgetown has made him a 
most generous offer, as it stands in 

stations do what the F .C.C. wants 
them to do." 

and every day there are a few the immediate path of future plans 
mistakes and we correct them as we for the expansion and betterment 

Mike Petricig (Coil. '74) 
Vincent Torna (Coll. '73) (Continued from Page 1) 

"They questioned him about what 
he had played during his last two 
prog-rams. He explained he had 
played some cuts from the "Radio 
Dinner" album. 

O'Brien said the station imposes 
censorship on the music it selects. 
"We don't ever allow a record that 
uses the word 'fuck' in a concrete 
sexual connotation," he said. "We 
don't consider as obscene such 
things as 'Up Against the Wall, 
Motherfuckers' in Jefferson Air· 
planes." 

go along. The log they took was not of G.D. We have received three ,---------------. 

The F.C.C. has been conducting 
a national investigation of obscen· 
ity on radio, O'Brien said. "They 
haven't taken any action on the 
"Radio Dinner" album. They have 
made comments to other stations 
which caused these stations to 
remove certain albums from air 
play because they're scared of 
getting hit on obscenity charges. 
The term is 'harassment', to make 

WGTB is making no changes in 
programming, O'Brien said. "Now 
F.C.C. could do two things. They 
could cite us for log violations. 
Logs are very hard things to keep 

completely correct." other offers better than G.D. has 
O'Brien said the possibility the made, but as I said before my 

F.C.C. would fine the station for father is genuinely fond and grate· 
obscenity was "remote." "They fur for the way Georgetown has 
could try to make us into a test treated him through the years. Also 
case on the obscenity thing. The to put a really profitable business 
fine is $100. We would either pay here, it would almost certainly be 
the fine or appeal the decision." in the food category. Not wishing 

WGTB will buy a new antenna in to destroy the friendship of other 
mid-summer that will be two miles persons on the block who are in 
from the Georgetown campus. The . that business, we turned down all 
new location and a power increase of them, including Marriott, among 
will give the station a broadcasting others. 
radius of 50 miles, O'Brien said. We are negotiating to secure a 

SUMMER JOBS 
Guys & Gals needed for summer 
employment at National Parks, 
Private Camps, Dude Ranches 
and Resorts throughout the na· 
tion. Over 35,000 students aided 
last year. For Free information on 
student assistance program send 
self-addressed STAMPED enve
lope to Oppor.tunity Research, 
Dept. SJO; 55 Flathead Drive, 
Kalispell, MT 59901, 
. ... YOU MUST APPLY EARLy ..... 

ONCE. A KNIGHT DID VENTURE. 
FORTH FROM THi:. RAUCOUS 
KNIGHT'S HOSTELRY TO FIND 
A MORE PEACf:FU/... ABODE.. 

At--tD Hi:. DID COME. UPON A 
DRAGON WHO DID OFFER _ •• 

FOR TH~ PRICE. "OF TWO -6-- PACKS 
OF SCHAEFE:R BEERE ••• 

A l.IF~ OF PEACE AND BEAUTY 
AMONG THE BOUNTEOUS FRUITS 
OF NATURE. 

AND SO THI:. KNIGHT DID ACCEPl 
THE. DRAGON'S DIRECTION ••• 

TO EARTHLY VALHALLA_ AND THERI:. HE MADE. HIS CAMP. 

SChaefer Breweries, New York, N.Y., Baltimore, Md., Lehigh Valley, Pa. 
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Ethical. Perspectives on Strategy 
by Larry Peters 

"Wha,t is the present policy of 
the United States government on 
the targeting of Russian cities in 
retaliation for a first strike by an 
opponent? 

"Has the earlier (so-called 'assur
ed destruction'J policy of threat
ening to eliminate one quarter of 
the opponent's population been 
significantly altered during the 
present administration? 

"Is such a policy of counter-city 
warfare necessary for security?" 

three areas of policy making: 
• Nuclear deterrence strategies, 
• Wars intervention, and 
• The fiscal and trade policies 

of the United States, towards both 
its emerging trading partners in 
Europe and Asia and the develop
ing nations. 

According to the center's pro
posal paper, these questions have 
only been partially answered today. 
"At present, strategic answers 
which are being proposed often 
lack the element of critical reflec
tion on the more comprehensive 
political purposes of deterrence," 
the paper added. 

/. 
.,/ ,'" . 

./ ... , 

/"" 

These questions and others that 
deal with the security policy of the 
United States will be asked, ex
plored and possibly answered by 
the proposed Center for the Foun
dation for the Study of Ethics and 
International Affairs. 

The center will be located at 
Georgetown and will be headed by 
the Rev. Francis X. Winters, S.J., of 
the Department of Theology. 

"Ethical reaction to strategic 
positions often fails to address itself 
to the political and military factors 
involved," according to the center's 
organizers. 

The center will "do research on 
the relation between ethics and 
foreign affairs," said Fr. Winters. 
"Policy-makers, political scientists, 
ethicians, academicians and the 
members of other influential 
sectors of society will engage in 
continuous discussions in order to 
seek policy alternatives. 

The Rev. Francis X. Winters, S-J. will head the Center for the Foundation for the Study of Ethics and 
International Affairs to be established under the auspices of the School of Foreign Service. (Photo by Rick 
Delmar) 

things, nuclear strategy," he added. 
"We will also make our findings 
available to the public." 

"The center will examine alter
native poli tical strategies from an 
ethical perspective," Fr. Winters 
said. "The issue will be to see if our 
present security policies are morally 
acceptable and' if other policies 
would be more effective and 
moral." 

Questions of ethics will focus on 

"By involving policy-makers in 
the center's programs, we hope to 
be able to influence, among other 

The creation of the center stems 
in part from widespread disillusion
ment both in the government and 
the public at large over the evident 
miscalculations in United States 
foreign policy during the sixties. "It 
arises as well from a conviction that 

• 
IP 
urope. 
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! STUDENT-RAILPASS :.;'~!' / .. ,,' 
Thew.,. to see Europe without feeling like a tourist. .' ... 

Student·Railpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark. 
France, Germany. Holland. Italy. luxembourg. Norway. 
Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. 

Eurailpass. Box 90. Bohemia. New York 11716 

Please send me your free Student·Railpass folder order 
form. 0 
Or your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. 0 

Name ____________________________ _ 

Street ______________ --'-___ _ 

City ____________ _ 

State ______ .Zip ___ . ___ _ 

192A 

.----------------------------------------~ 
So you plan to spend the 

Summer in Europe this year. Great. 
Two things are mandatory. A ticket 
to Europe. And a Student-Railpass. 
The first gets you over there, the 
second gives you unlimited Second 
Class rail travel for two months 10r a 
modest $150 in Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Germany, 
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 
and Switzerland! All you need to 
qualify is to be a full-time student up 
to 25 years of age, registered at a 
North American school, college or 
university. 

And the trains of Europe are 
a sensational way to travel. Over 
100,000 miles of track links cities, 
towns and ports all over Europe. The 
trains are fast (some over 100 mph), 
frequent, modern, clean, convenient 

and very comfortable. They have to 
be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It 
really is the way to get to know 
Europeans in Europe. 

But there's one catch. You 
- must buy your Student-Railpass in 

North America before you go. 
They're not on sale in Europe 
because they are meant strictly for 
visitors to Europe-hence the 
incredibly low price. Of course if 
you're loaded you can buy a regular 
Eurailpass meant for visitors of all 
ages. It gives you First Class travel if 
that's what you want. 

Either way if you're going 
to zip off to Europe, see a Travel 
Agent before you go, and in the 
meantime, rip off the coupon. It 
can't hurt and it'll get you a better 
time in Europe than you ever thought 
possible. 

the alienation of young Americans 
from the political process requires a 
re-examination of the appropriate 
sources of political' wisdom in 
America," the proposal stated. 

The center will be established 
under the auspices of the School of 
Foreign Service, because of its 
location in the nation's capital and 
its "moral heritage". , 

The ethics research program also 
figures highly in the Foreign Service 
School's "obligation to educate and 
help its students explore the moral 
and ethical aspects of international 
affairs," said SFS Dean Peter F. 
Krough. 

"Not until the development of 
the center and the hiring of Fr. 
Winters have we had the oppor
tunity to offer a study of ethics in 
foreign affairs," he added. 

"Besides taking courses taught 
by Fr. Winters based on his 
research, students will also act as 
part-time research assistants in the 
center," said Dean Krogh. "They 
also will be involved in the 
discussions between policy·makers 
and academicians." 

Although plans for the center 
have already been completed, it still 
remains to .be funded. "Individual 

foundations have been approached, 
but it is not likely that we will 
receive any money until the begir::
ning of next year," said Fr. Winters. 

Yet part of the center's activities 
are already under way. Thorugh 
"Face-to-Face," a program spon
sored by the SFS, the Carnegie 
Endowment Program for Peace and 
the American Foreign Service Asso
ciation, seminars between the 
makers of foreign policy and 
ethicians have begun. 

"Face-to-Face" was originated 
to improve understanding of inter· 
national issues through direct com
munication between government 
officials and private citizens. 

At the first session held last 
December, "Choices in Foreign 
Policy" were discussed. Participants 
examined new alternatives for 
American foreign policy in the 
1970's, emphasizing the problem of 
domestic support for foreign policy 
and the relationship of ethics to 
foreign policy. 

The next meeting of "Face-to
Face" concerns the problems in
volved in resigning from public 
service when one finds oneself in 
opposition to governmental policy. 

LSAT REVIEW CLASSES 
The LAW BOARD REVIEW CENTER, offering professional 

preparation for the Law School Admission Test features: 

1. A faculty of practicing attorneys. 
2. Extensive materials designed to duplicate LSAT questions. 
3. A thorough analysis of the nature, structure and scoring of 

the LSAT, leading to higher scores because of an improved 
approach to the exam. 

4. Methods with proven success for quickly and accurately 
analyzing and answering the types of problems that appear 
on every LSA T. 

The Center has demonstrated its ability to enable students to 
maximize their scores within their abilities. Our follow-up 
inquiries show that our average student increases his LSAT score 
by over 80 points,. with some achieving nearly a 200 point 
increase. 

Exam Dates 

April 14 
July 28 

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 

Course Dates Location 

April 7-8 
July 21·22 

Marriott (Twin 
Bridges) Arlington, Va. 

Class sessions run from 9:30·5:30 with a brief lunch recess. 
The fee for the course, including all materials is $65.00. To 
register, complete this form below and send it with your check in 
the full amount to: 

LAW BOARD REVIEW CENTER 
927 Old Nepperhan Avenue 
Yonkers, New York 10703 

You will receive a certificate of admission. 
For additional information, call collect (914) 234·3702 or (914) 
939-2330. 
Name __________ Last school 

Attended 

Address ________ Check One: 
April Course -------
July Course--------
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Will the real Louis Fantasia please stand up? 

Theatre 

Paradise Opens Tonight 
by Larry Gordon 

Tonight is opening night. After 
weeks of scripting, casting, re
hearsals, and aggravation, Paradise: 
Lost and Found gives its first 
formal performance at 8:00 p.m. in 
Trinity Theater. Though many 
people contributed to Mask & 
Bauble's Calliope XIV, the man 
most responsible for the original 
musical's concept and production is 
Louis Fantasia. 

Monday afternoon, Mr. Fantasia 
sat in the empty theater on "0" 
Street, coaching actress Trish John
son on a particular way to say 
"you." Having perfected her pro
nunciation of that one word, 
Fantasia went on to say a few 
words himself. The topics he 
touched on included Paradise of 
which he is author, lyricist, con
ductor, and one third composer, 
the state of the arts at Georgetown, 
and most of all, Louis Fantasia. 

HOYA: To get the unpleasantries 
done with first, what is your 
response to the recent charge in The 
HOYA that you wrote Paradise to 
payoff your debf on the symphony 
loan? " 

senate has any great love for you. existential statement; it's exactly 
Fantasia: Well, many of the the story of my life. The ending of 

resources here are good for me. the show borrows heavily from the 
Mask & Bauble is giving this show a book of Ecclesiastes: vanities of 
good production. But furthermore- vanities, all is vanity. The only 
-and this may sound corny-I do excuse for working is enjoying what 
have a great love for this University. you're doing. _ 
!fit wants to be great, it has to have HOYA: You've enjoyed every-
a symphony and a theater. thing you've done, despite the 

HOYA: Don't you feel some- hassles? 
times that you are hitting your head Fantasia: Oh, yes. It's really 
against a wall? like the song "Applause": when 

Fantasia: I think the time is the audience loves you, there's 
rapidly approaching when my head nothing like it in the world. If they 
is going to crack. I wish it were don't, it's death. 
otherwise, but its getting time to HOYA: The inevitable compari
leave. I'm not a politician. I'm an son, I guess, is to last year's Senior 
artist. And as an artist, my energies Prom. Do you have any Broadway 
are sapped because I have to go out ambitions a la Jack Hofsiss'? 
rounding up the money; I kept the Fantasia: Paradise is entirely 
symphony going for a -year and different from Senior Prom. It's an 
never received one dollar. The old fashioned book musical with 
politicos have a lot of nerve real acting, not just 1950's imita
screaming over a $3000 loss for a tions. I have sent copies of the 
week long event which brought the show off to certain people. If they 
Boston Symphony to Georgetown, like it-fine; if not, that's also fine. 
when they lose $10,000 in one HOYA: But everything's opti-
evening's rock concert_ mistic for tonigh t's opening? 

HOYA: I take it that you have Fantasia: Despite six ulcers, 
more than enough interests outside everything's going to work out ... 
the University? You have to apply faith to hard 

Fantasia: Yes, I've been guest work_ I suppose, next to Dan 
conducting both musicals and Altobello I am the biggest ego on 
operas. I've been the musical this campus. But you have to 
director for the Folger Theater, believe in yourself! Who else will? 

Friday; April 6, 1973, 

Film 

Rags to Riches 
THE HARDER THEY COME. 
Directed by Perry Henzell. 

Much of the publicity accom
panying this movie centers on the 
fact that it is the first feature-length 
work to be entirely the work of 
native Jamaicans, but well
intentioned non-sequitur' recom
mendations such as this are not 
necessary for this film; it is quite 
able to stand on its own legs, even 
if it does not seem to herald the rise 
of a new power on the international 
film-making scene. I.e., for what it 
is, it's a good flick. So ... what is it? 

It's a rags-to riches story, but its 
setting and characters are of the 
sort that insure no lack of excite
ment: Ivan. (pronounced Aye-vahn, 
in the incredible local patois that 
becomes thick enough at times to 
warrant the subtitles the producers 
have provided), a hefty young stud 
with big ambitions (to make a 
record, and instantly become a 
millionaire), arrives from the 
country to stay with his mother in 
Kingston. The first thing he does is 
get his luggage stolen by a local 
sharpie. After making contact, over 
an intense game of dominoes 
(Jamaicans don't play this game 
like the boys at the firehouse), with 
the local bloods, Ivan looks for a 
job to tide him over until his 
Top-40 ship comes in. Nobody 
wants him, least of all the rich 
Jamaicans, who won't even let him 
touch their lawns. This is a bit of 
Significant Background, for this is a 
story with a Social Message, you 
betcha. The message is simple 
enough, and much more than that, 
the real thing: if the upper class, 
white or native, doesn't give Ivan 
(and by extendEld identification the 
whole suffering lower class) what 
he wants, or even what he desper
ately needs, then he's gonna just 
take it. 

His mother gets him a tinker's 
job at the place of business of the 
local holy roller (there is a great 
scene with a visiting evangelist that 
is the equal of anything in Marjoe), 
who sees nothing but the Devil's 
instrument in this tough boy who 
would rather read comic books, 
"fornicate" with his ward and sing 
"boogie-woogie" than give praise to 
the Lord. 

Ivan has been learning the ropes 
pretty well, and before too long he 
has made his record (for which he is 
forced to settle for a whopping 
$20, same as every other mark in 
the crooked record business) and 
gotten intricately entangled in the 
local dope export market, which 
situation, (along with his growing 
rage at the preacher, record pro
ducer and all others in cahoots to 
keep his kind in the dirt) precipi
tates the one-man vendetta he 
initiates against them, to the 
cheers of the island. The shoot-outs 
are lively if not cinematically grand, 
and are modelled in Ivan's mind on 
the climactic scene of an absolutely 
killer Clint Eastwood flick he saw 
on his first nigh t in town. 

The film survives any of the 
usual deadliness associated with 
high principles, if possibly only 
because of the exotic vigor of 
Jamaican life itself, but would still 
be nothing special if it weren't for 
the music. Reggae, for several years 
the staple of skinheads and other 
English teenies, is starting to make 
it in this country, and well it 
should. Ivan is in fact played by a 
popular reggae star, Jimmy Cliff, 
and a born performer he certainly 
is. The title song which is about 
how the Big Brothers are going to 
get theirs ("The harder they comel 
The harder they fall-one and all.") 
is -a glorious example of this 
sophisticated, eclectic and ex
tremely infectious dance-music that 
is so much a part of the island's 
soul -that the oppressors have 
learned how to keep things quiet by 
manipulating the hit parade: soma 
in the key of G. It may, in view of 
the truly earnest and sobering 
nature of some aspects of the film, 
seem odd to class it as a musical, but 
the music is as much a part of the 
workas Ivan's blazing six-guns, much 
more so than in, say, Easy Rider, 
which would - have profited by 
silence. Those lucky enough to have 
seen Godard's One Plus One will be 
much edified by a comparison of 
many scenes in these two movies 
that are products of such stagger
ingly different environments, but 
have so much in common. 

Mark Sawtelle 

Fantasia: My response to that is 
this, and please get it down 
correctly: the author of those 
charges can check with the Uni
versity President, the Development 
Office and Student Activities as to 
the documents pertaining to the 
loans. Everything on paper shows I 
have more than lived up to my part 
of the bargain. 

chainnan of musical events for the ------------------------------------------
Mayor's Office for Cultural Events 
in Boston and consultant to the Criminals 
Bicentenial Commission. I have also 

Furthermore, I have been con
nected with Georgetown for seven 
years. Three-quarters of all the 
musical and dramatic events during 
those years have had my name 
connected with them either as 
conductor, stage director, actor, 
musician, author or critic_ Every 
one has been of the highest possible 
artistic standard. This one will be of 
no exception. 

HOYA: Why have you stayed so 
many years? It Seems neither the 
administration nor the student 

been teaching at Prince George's 
Community College. 

HOYA: How's this show coming? 
Fantasia: It's a good solid show. 

You find, however, that things that 
worked on paper or on a small stage 
don't always work on a large set. Its 
been a lot of work, but we'll be 
ready. , 

It's not a comedy; it's a personal 
statement. I hope it will make 
people think. 

HOYA: What is the general theme 
of the show? . 

Fantasia: I think Eve says it: "If 
we want to find a Paradise, we have 
to make it our fashion." It's a very 

Cervantes Talk 
on Thursday 

The Library Lecture Series in the Humanities is 
presenting Professor Lowry Nelson of Yale University 
on Thursday, April 12 at 8:30 p.m. in room 104, 
Healy Building. Professor Nelson's topic will' be 
Cervantes, Don Quixote, and the European Novel. 

Edna Glitterhouse Seized 
The poetical career of Mme. 

Edna Glitterhouse, darling of the 
demi-monde, was nipped, in the 
veritable bud last night, as she 
surrendered to a police cordon 
surrounding her posh Rosslyn 
apartment complex. 

Sought in questioning in the 
death of rival poet, Q.E. Demon
strandum, Miss GIitterhouse was 
charged with police evasion, which 
is to say, hiding from the cops. 

BeSieged by eager reporters out
side the luxurious Arlington Towers 
apartments (located two blocks 
west of the RCA and Xerox 
buildings, a block east of the 
inspiring Iwo Jima monument, and 
just across the street from. the 
Rosslyn Metro construction site), 
the fey Miss Glitterhouse, sleek and 
svelte in her panda-bear lounging 
pajamas, graciously granted this 
reporter an interview. The follow
ing is an edited transcription: 

Reporter: Did you kill Q.E. 
Demonstrandum, the venerable and 

hoary poet-laureate of Southwest? Demonstrandum? 
E.G.: Demonstrandum was a E.G.: Well, Q.E. thought he was 

crummy poet and deserved to die. real hot stuff. I myself don't go in 
He really stank. But why should I much for that sort of stuff, and 
waste my time killing a jerk like besides, Q.E. reeked of Sen-Sen, 
him? which makes me want to throw up. 

Not that he didn't try some real Repo: Your posh Rosslyn apart-
. II kif D C fast moves, like nibbling my toes 

men~ IS a we - nown sa on or . . one time when he trapped me in 
so~hlstos. and membe~ of the the kitchen. I jabbed him with my 
HOI-PollOI. H?~ B1amlres, that cactus and he left me alone real 
avant-garde cntlC of the nouveau- quick 
nouveau, claims that Q.E. fre-· . . 
quented your apartment fre- . Repo:. Wh~t wIll y!;U do In 
quently. What about this? pnson, MISS Ghtterhous~. 

, E.G.: I'm gonna wnte a bunch 
E.G:: He was a re?1 creep. He d of poems and maybe bone up on 

come In here, c~rrymg ,a case ~f my Monopoly game. Also, my plant 
Pabst, real tacky-lIke. He d read hiS Pete takes up a bunch of my time, 
crummy poems out loud a~d t~ey what with watering him and 
really stank, except dummies like changing his pot tWice a week. 
Blamires thought his poems were 
really neat. After the time Q.E. Repo:. Well? thank you very 
borrowed my bicycle and smashed much, MISS Ghtterhouse. It was a 
it on my rollaway bed, I threw him rare treat. 
out. E.G.: It WaS nothing. I mean, I 

Repo: Was there ever any was real glad to do it, you know? 
roman tical liasion between you and Reporter: Vicki Mag McKnoxer 



Playwright Gorky with Tolstoy. 
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Music 

Less Than Expected 
A splendid mixture of vocal and 

orchestral sounds, of spoken and 
sung words, highlighted this week's 
concert by the N~tional Symphony 
Orchestra. The program consisted 
of two pieces: Sea Drift for Bari
tone, Chorus and Orchestra, by 
Frederick Delius,' and The Plague 
for Narrator, Chorus and Orchestra, 
by Roberto Gerhard. The ,second 
piece will be repeated as part of the 
National's Saturday concert at 3:00 
p.m. 

Sea Drift is based on the text of 
a Walt Whitman peom filled with 
reflections on love, solitude and 
death. I had some difficulty ap
preciating this performance of 
Delius' work for several reasons. 
The Choral Arts Society of Wash
ington provided a chorus for the 
piece which, through exercising a 
fine tonal quality, lacked clarity 
and any sort of diction. Because of 
this unfortunate circumstance, 
most of the audience was more 
attentive to the text provided in 
their programs than to the per
formance. 

Baritone Paul Aquino gave an 
interesting, though inadequate 
performance of Delius. He gives the 
lie to Whitman's line "High and 
clear I shoot my voice over the 

waves;" Mr. Aquino was barely 
heard over 'the orchestra. On the 
whole, the purely orchestral mo
ments that Delius provided seemed 
to express the sense of the poem to 
a greater extent that the vocal 
sections. Part of this problem could 
be attributed to Delius bimself. The 
rhythms that he demanded of the 
poem seemed at' times to be ex
tremely forced and unnatural. 

The second part ot the program 

Guest Editorial 

was given over to a performance of 
the newly "recognized" Roberto 
Gerhard. His text was provided by 
Camus' The Plague. Gerhard con
structed a series of musical vignet
tes that seemed to represent more 
than adequately the progression of 
Camus' tale. Maurice Evans, the 
Orchestra and chorus made this a 
"performance piece" well worth 
remembering. 

Michael P. Malloy 

A Shalnefu/ Lady 
Many years ago in the land of Rock & Roll there lived a 

young hero. He had many friends and fans and was 
welcome wherever he went. Today he is a villain, one so 
bad we shun him from our country-a person with power 
to poison the virgin-minded youth of our nation. The hero 
and the villain are one and the same: John Lennon. In less 
than sixty days, unless his most recent appeal is successful, 
this criminal will be deported, never again to return to 
America.-

John Lennon, Ex-BeatIe leader, one of the most well 
known song writers in the world, has many fans-people 
who said they would do anything to help him. But now 
during his moment of need, his hour of crisis when he will 
be'forced to leave a country that he loves to live and work 
in, where are these people who would help him? Where are 
his friends? Where are his fans? 

The Rich as Second Best 
Petitions, letters and pleas would have helped him stay, 

but so many of you will say "too bad" or "so what" or 
maybe even "I didn't know," although you must have 
known or heard something. To those of you who helped 
we thank you, to those who didn't, we're sorry for you. We 
talk of peace, freedom and love, but it seems that often it is 
easy to talk about a problem but not so easy to do 
something about it. Like many species of animals in this 
country, the great artist may soon become endangered to 
the point of extinction. They deported Charlie Chap
lin-now it's John Lennon; how many more must go 
before the people in this country do something about it? 

ENEMIES By Maxim Gorky. At the 
Arena Stage through April 22. 

It is a blustery clear day. 
January, 1905. Russian textile 
workers are marching peacefully 
protesting the brutal labor practices 
of the factory owners. Suddenly 
the police open fire. Several 
marchers fall dead. A trembling 
Russia moved to the brink of 
revolution, ignited by the killings of 
"Bloody Sunday." 

Maxim Gorky, whose life is 
reflected in his violent disturbing 
plays, was imprisoned after the 
"Bloody Sunday" massacre for 
allowing his apartment to be used 
as a refuge by fugitive leaders of the 
workers' movement. In December, 
1905, Gorky, already a well-known 
and influential figure in Russian 
political circles, was forced into 
exile. In 1906 he wrote Enemies. 

Ably revived at the Arena 
Theater, Enemies is the story of 
the social and political conflicts 
simmering throughout Russia 
during the days preceeding the 
workers' revolt. Perhaps propa
gandist theater in its time (it was 
banned in Russia until 1932) 
Enemies focuses on the disinte
grating aristocratic structure which 
oppressed the new working class. 

The Bardin family owns a large 
estate where the peasants, freed 
from serfdom 40 years previously, 
continue to pay the family rent in 
exchange for tilling the land. To 
supplement the income from the 
tenants, the Bardins open a small 
factory in the corner of their 
property. . 

The -family likes the peasants; 
they are "quiet, gentle people." 
Industrial workers, the Bardins 
learn, hear a different drummer, 
however. 

A labor dispute incites the 
hard·line, co-owner of the factory, 
Mikhail, to close down the plant. 
"Concessions are bad for discipline, " 
he says. "Today they'll want me to 
sack a foreman, tomorrow they'll 
want my head on a plate." Indeed 
his head is brought in; he is killed 
by a worker's bullet. 

An ostensibly kinder owner 

takes the reins of the plant, reopens 
the factory and, with the help of 
the secret police and troops, cap
tures the murderer. For the mo
ment, at least, a fleeting moment to 
be sure, any socialist uprising is 
quelled. 

Yet, while the call for the 
"workers of the world to unite" is 
still, human compassion for justice 
cannot be silenced. Nadya (Diane 
Wiest) the young niece of the dead 
factory owner pleads with her 
elders, "Can't you see soldiers can't 
protect us from stupidity?" Nadya 
decides that she at least, is young, 
therefore she is a revolutionary. 

The drama ends with fragmen
tation. The aristocrats, frightened 
and pathetic, huddle together while 
outside the workers, imprisoned by 
the police, defiantly chant "No, 
No, No." 

Gorky draws maximum mileage 
from a basically political play. He 
artfully transforms it into a social 
tragedy, expanding the conflict 
beyond a simple worker-owner or 
black-white struggle to a conflict of 
basic human ideals. The playwright 
examines the consciences of the 
rich, and juxtaposes the oppressed 
worker's lot against them. The 
wealthy come out second best. 

Arena's production of Enemies 
is adequate, but little more. Dianne 
Wiest, as Nadya, the young girl who 
should embody hope for an even
tual reconciliation between workers 
and owners, is so inept in her part 
that it is difficult to distinguish her 
from any whining, prattling 
adolescent. 

Richard Bauer, as the sinister, 
hypocritical assistant public pro
secutor and brother of the mur
dered factory owner, is successful 
in demonstrating the blind venom 
of the privileged class. Howard 
Witt is inconsistent as Zakhor. 

Unfortunately, the set by 
Robert Taylor is below the Arena's 
usual high standards. The trees 
planted throughout the theater add 
a tropical flair, inappropriately, to 
the Russian estate. 

Alan Schneider, however, over-

comes the obstacles of poor acting 
and ludicrous sets to reach oc· 
casional brilliance, for example at 
the final scene·, in his direction. 

In any event, it is impossible for 
the inadequacies of the production 
to diminish Gorky's dramatic 
achievement. There is only one 
fault with Enemies itself. Successful 
in presenting the bitterness of class 
conflict, Gorky clumsily goes out 
of his way, in his effort at comic 
relief, to break the highly effective 
tension of the plot. 

In the tradition of Chekhov, an 
intimate of Gorky's, Enemies per
ceptively explores the inner tor
ment of civil disruption. 

Suspenseful and revealing, and 
not irrelevant to contemporary 
America, Enemies is drama to be 
experienced. 

Robert Hayes 

This Weekend 

Give me your tired, your poor, your huttled masses 
yearning to breathe free, the retched refuse of your 
teaming shore. Send these the homeless tempest-tost to 
me, I lift my lamp beside the golden door! 

Pretty words on the base of a great lady of welcome. 
Once she stood and proclaimed these words proudly, but 
today she must feel great shame. 

Daryl Doman 
Vice-Chairman, 
Washington Committee for John and Yoko 
305 Dorchester Street 
Oxon Hill, Md. 20021 
Phone 567-2991 

Dashing Your Dreams 
Tomorrow night, beginning at 

8 p.m., the Georgetown SEC will 
present Paul Butterfield's Better 
Days, Bonnie Raitt and Little Feat 
in concert at McDonough "Arena". 
'rickets for the concert are stilI 
available in the Student Activities 
office -at a cost of $2.00 with an 
SES card and $4.00 without. 
Tickets just prior to show time sell 
for $4.00 only. They are free after 
the concert. 

The Fine Arts Department will 
present its second annual Art Sale 
beginning this afternoon and con
tinuing through Saturday in Healy 
Basement. Works to be sold-a 
selection of oils, water colors, and 
silk screens "at low prices"-have 
all been done by students. On 
Sunday at 3 p.m., Chairman of the 
Fine Arts Department Clifford 
Chieffo will auction other stUdent 
work (or maybe what is left). 

An exhibit of Khmer (Cam· 
bodian) objects including handi
crafts and traditional dresses can be 

seen any day of the week until 
April 14 between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. and midnight in Lauinger 
Library for free. The exhibit is here 
on the occasion of the Cambodian 
New Year (anything for a little 

whoopee) which occurs the 13th, 
14th and 15th of this month. The 
line is shorter before 8:30 a.m. 

Well, what were you expecting? 
The Rolling Stones, Picasso, and 
Mardi Gras, perhaps? 

This painting will not be sold in Healy Basement this weekend. 
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St. John's Educators 
Define Rom'e Statement 

Two Catholic priests and a 
teacher connected with St. John's 
University,- Jamaica, N.Y., have 
released a statement which they 
hope will "correct imbalances de
rived" from press reports concern
ing the controversial. document 
"The Catholic University in the 
Modern World." 

The three educators reacted to 
reports of a statement made by 
Georgetown University President 
the Rev. R.J. Henle, S.J. Fr. Henle's 
statement came in response to a 
column by Frank Morriss which 
appeared in the Feb. 22 edition of 
the Catholic Standard. 

Morriss wrote that "this un
thinkable and unspeakable bill of 
divorcement from Catholic loyalty 
is firm evidence of what the Pope 
recently pictured as a diabolical 
invasion of the Church's domain, 
with Satan winning victories that 
none could dare have predicted 25 
years ago." 

The St. John's educators, who 
all attended the Rome congress that 
produced the unofficial but pre
stigious paper, were Msgr. George 

Kelly, Professor of Contemporary The paper spelled out clearly 
Catholic Problems; the Rev. Joseph what the relationship of the bishop 
1. Dirvin, C.M., vice-president for is to the university, particularly 
University relations, and Dr. S. where "the truths of the Catholic 
Thomas Greenburg, head of the St. faith are at stake," the priest said. 
John-Related Institute of Catholic Fr. Dirvin also noted that 
Higher Education. Fr. Henle also sections of the document concern
attended the conference. ing the individual teacher's relation-

The educators charged that ship to the university community 
many press reports had lacked were "completely neglected" in 
perspective. They also emphasized press coverage to date. 
that the document stresses "the Msgr. Kelly reacted to comments 
institutional commitment" to the that the Rome document is not 
Church's teaching authority of official, but rather "only morally" 
Catholic universities and colleges. binding by stating the Catholic 

They also suggested that the university is founded on moral 
paper could serve as the guideline allegiance to the Church. 
for Catholic higher education for The educators agreed that "the Fr. Henle attended the world educational conference that produced the 
the "next 100 years." Catholic University in the Modern controversial statement on Catholic higher education (Photo by Keith 

Dr. Greenburg said that "institu- World" was a compromise between King) 
tional commitment underlies the the controversial ."Land O'Lakes" . .-----------------, .----------------. 
whole document, gives it continu- statement which emphasized aca-, Clerk. Immediate opening for tempo-
l·ty. But thl'S pOI'nt fal'led to emerge demic freedom in. the university 'I rary positions. Start immediately for 

10-15 days. Will be doing telephone 
in the press reports." and the hard-line Vatican position' interview surveys for a consulting 

Fr. Dirvin also pointed to the which advocates strong ties be- firm. Hours; 5:30-9 p.m. Monday-
t h · d Friday. Call Miss Diane Ruina 

inadequate coverage of the docu- ween t e umversity an the 223-9525 E"t. 333 for appointment. 
ment's statements on "institutional ;C~h~u::r~c:h!.:. ___ .:... ________ ..!:::================, 

EARN 
$400.00 

or 
MORE 

THIS SEMESTER commitment" and noted two other 
areas Which he felt had not received 
"proper emphasis:" 

Models/Talent on Campus 

Excellent Income Potential Credit Card Program 

~.allledope'PJ'II 
need for a Europe trip. 

Washington's most progressive model agency is IT'S FUN-IT'S EASY 
looking for attractive individuals, professional and NO SELLING INVOLVED 
non-professional, of all ages and sexes, to do FLEXIBLE HOURS 
photographic and fashion mo.deling as well as APPROXIMATELY 8 HOURS 

PER WEEK hostessing and public relations work. Talented r - -Pa~slheword SOFA can gel you 10 Europe-, Other services avadable hom SOFA include' - M---N--ORE-S -H-TI-C- 1 
~~~g~~r;~~~~~~~rE.stor.nYWh.re. ~~~rE~:;p.!~,;::~:n~.:!~'~:,.;,~~~:"". individuals able to sing, dance, act or work as I A ERICA F IG. N. I 

As the wholly owned Subsidiary of in holefs, hOliday vi'fages, and hosreb r 715 lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, I 
.leven non.prof't European Nat,on., All the dope I. In Ihe FJltt19730fflci., musicians are also desired. Free beauty culture I Pa.19010 I 
Student Travel Bureaus. SOFA can Student Travel Gulckt to ElJrope. 

::;,~,~O~!,;;~~'~~':;~~s.:~:~to' _A-don'l s11 on II-Send for It NOW. classes available to everyone-introducing exclusive I Please send me further information I 
~~;h~~~;.:~~~~~~~~~r!~~~!. [l SOFA. p .. asesend me Ihe FREE dope. 72 skin care and make-up line. To arrange for an I on how I can represent American I 
(inClud,ng Tel A.iv. Boonb.y.B.ng~o~_ . _ _ • • . .. I Foresight on my campus. I 
~~;Ei'a~::~::=.., ur",~·.-'"-'· .. ___ ._____ appointment, please call 587-4515. Evening and J NAME I, 
array oftou ... Uowong the independent Saturday interviews available. I ADpRESS 
~r!:=~~~~~lJ~ ~~:a~:v,::~~::J . I I 
Sightseeing We ' •• 'urecullUrally • TALENTS I Tel. # (area code) I 
rewarding Israefi kibbutz programs and d 
educat,onallourswith'nEurQpoa"" 817 Silver Spring Ave. # 305 Silver Spring, Marylan I College I 
the SovIet Union, J 

==============~~~~============~~~======~~~~================~L ______________ _ 

\ ..•. : 

. t 
-J 

Starring Yves Montand in a film by Costa-Gavra.s writte,n. by Franco S?linas 
with Renato Salvatori and O. E. Hasse· musIc by Mlkls Theodorakls 

A Cinema 10-Reggane Films Production 

from Cinema 5 AT THE OUTER CIRCLE 1 AND 2 

.--••• torering ,h,s, 81-.... 
illlp.rtllnt II"'" .1 interelt: 

ACCOUHTING. ADYERTlSlNG, AlaoNAUTICS, A"ICULTUIlI, APTI. 
TUDE TUnHG. AICHITIC1"URI. NUCUAIl INIRG'I. AUTOMATION. 
COMPUT .. S. AUTOMOTIVI, IANICIMe, 1I0LHY, 10TANT. lLACIC 
STUDIIS, IOATlNG, lOOKS, IUSlNI", CHEMISTl'l, CHILDREN, ICOL· 
OGY, ICONOMICS, IDUCATION, ELICTROMIC" INGINI .. I .... ...,.... 
TAIHMINT. 'OIISTIlY, GAlDiNING, GENIALOG'I, GEOLOGY. IIRIAT. 
IUCS. HEAL'"', HIAItING, I4ISTORY, HOSPITAU, INSURAMCI, IN· 
TEIlIDa DESIGN, INTIRNATIONAL TItADI, INYPTMltt..... LA_ 
LAW, LAW INfORC,EIIIINT, LltItAlY. LEATHIR, LITIRATUltf, .·LIV.'. 
STOCK. LUMI.R, MANA.'MINT, MANUFACTURING, ""IDICIM(.· MIT
AU. MITIOROLKY. MILITARY. MINING .. IIIIMIRAU, MMfU 
HOIIIIS, MUSIC, NURSING, OCIANOGIlA'HY, OIFIC' 'RODUCTS, OPTI. 
CAL. '4nNTS .. COP'I,,,.n. ,m, PMOTOiaAPM", ,"TSlCS, 
PLASTICS. POfTIt't, POLiTICAL SCIINCI, 'RIMTlNe, PlYCMtLOQy, 
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by John Regis Coogan 
Student complaints that the Student 

Health Service is slow and inefficient have 
been labeled "myths" by ,Dr. John Esswein, 
director of the service. Denying charges that 
the health service performs little more than a 
referral service for the Georgetown Univer
sity Hospital, Esswein said this week that the 
majority of cases are handled at the 
infirmary. 

"In fact," he said, "the range of services 
available is greater than at most health 
services." Health Service physicians have 
hospital privileges, unlike doctors at many 
other student infinnaries. 

News Analysis 
The Student Health Service does not pro

vide ,gynecological services, Esswein said. 
Most student medical problems can be 
handled by the staff at McDonough Gym. A 
Woman patient can be referred to the 
Georgetown Hospital and can return to the 
health service for additiona! care, he said. 

In cases where gynecologists have been 
available at other university health centers, 
they have "been pushed in the contraceptive 
business to the extent that almost 100 
percent of the cases are of this nature," 
Esswein said. 

Gynecological services are not p>:ovided at 
Catholic University and George Washington. 
A gynecologist is available only once a week 
at American University and contraceptives 
are not prescribed at any of these univer
sities. 

Esswein warned that attempts to open 
gynecological care at Georgetown would run 
into "hot water.'" "If I were the student 
government, I'd be very careful (lbout what I 
said about gynecological services," he said. 

Inadequate Ambulance Service 
Students also have complained about the 

Georgetown ambulance service and the 
difficulties faced by seriously ill or injured 
students who cannot get to emergency 
treatment by themselves. Emergency Room 
personnel may not leave the hospital to 
assist a patient to the room unless he is 
within sight of the building. 

"If they grab the black bag and go 
rushing over to Darnall or Copley, then 
we're shorthanded when the ambulance 
comes in off Reservoir Road with a cardiac 
arrest," said Robert Morrison, assistant 
administrator for professional services at 
Georgetown. 

"The fabled Georgetown ambulance no 
longer exist~," Morrison said. The vehicle 
was retired because of stringent D.C. 
regulations on personnel and equipment. 

Esswein admitted there were difficulties 
transporting patients to the health service of 
the Emergency Room (E.R.). At other 
schools the security police often provide the 
service. The Georgetown Protective Service 
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Plague 'Health Service 
officers are "really still on foot," he sai d. "If 
I were unable to walk I don't know that I'd 
want to ride anywhere in anything down in 
that motor pool." 

The security police protest that their 
vehicles are inadequate and that they can't 
move across campus because of the traffic 
barriers set,!lP between dormitOries, the 
Studp,nt Health S~rvice and the hospital. 

May Take More Than Hour 
Students must call a private ambulance or 

the D.C. Fire Department for emergency 
transportation to McDonough Gym or to the 
hospital. Depending on the availability of 
ambulances, such a trip may take more than 
an hour. ' 

Once the patient arrives at the health 
center or the emergency room, his troubles 
are far from over, however. Both facilities 
have been criticized for long waiting lines 
and the "depersonalized" quality of medical 
care. 

Part of the difficulty stems from the 
caseload of both centers: the Student Health 
,Service handles between 1,000 and 1,500 
visits a month and the workload is increasing 
steadily. Under these conditions, the health 
service staff often seems to be more 
concerned with moving the line quickly than 
with close personal attention to a patient's 
problems. 

Dr. Esswein said that too often a student 
will walk in with a medical problem, receive 
perfunctory treatment and walk out without 
knowing what was done for him or why. 

Esswein outlined possible solutions which 
, he said still were in the "pipe dream" stage. 

A videotape system could explain to 
students the nature of their illness and the 
reasons for the treatment. This system also 
would make time spent in the waiting room 
more palatable, Esswein said. 

The health service director was cool to 
the idea of supplying more manpower for 
the center by rotating personnel, the system 
used to staff the hospital's emergency room. 
While waiting time would be reduced by a 
rotation system, Esswein said that problems 
with reluctant personnel would offset the 
advantages. 

Faulty Diagnosis 
Documented cases of faulty diagnosis in 

emergency rooms across the country have 
led to serious medical complications and 
malpractice suits. As a result, some hospitals 
are experimenting with special training 
programs for emergency medical care. 

Dr. George Hyatt, the co-ordinator for 
emergency care at the Georgetown Univer
sity Hospital, explained that a two·year 
residency program in Emergency Medical 
Care is in the planning stages here. Hyatt and 
Morrison both stressed the increasingly 
apparent need for emergency room special
ists, but said planning a comprehensive 
training program in emergency care was 
difficult. ' 

7 
Interns at the Georgetown Hospital Emergency Room. (Photo by Moses Albert) 

However, staffing the Georgetown Hospi
tal with emergency room specialists would 
take them away from hospitals where there 
is a greater need for this kind of doctor. 

Dr. Charles Hufnagel, chairman of the 
Surgery Department, is planning what Hyatt, 
called the "imaginative, innovative ap
proach" Georgetown is taking in training 
do~tors for emergency care. 

Ideally, doctors trained in emergency care 
will be able to prescribe definitive treatment, 
conduct sophisticated cardio·pulmonary 
resuscitation and calion the appropriate 
specialists after quick and accurate diagnOSis. 
Personnel serving on ambulances also should 
receive careful training. Two-way radio 
communication between the hospital and a 
well-trained ambulance crew would allow for 
more effective emergency treatment than is 
available now. 

Hyatt said the increased public concern 
for emergency care would be helpful. Rescue 
squads do not operate on sufficient budgets 
(the D.C. Rescue Squad had only 10 
ambulances), despite the pressing need for 
emergency help during automobile accidents 
and natural disasters. 

A total of 10 ambulances could serve the 
Washington area adequately if their use were 
restricted to "real emergencies." However, 
many patients use ambulances as a taxi 
service, and rescue squads respond to calls to 
find one of their "regular customers" sitting 
on the curb, suitcase in hand, waiting to be 
driven to the hospital. 

Such "regular customers" tend to clog 
the service, delaying treatment and limiting 
the amount of time a doctor can spend with 
a patient. 

"An emergency is, for the patient, more a 
state of mind than a state of fact," 
Morrison said. "Whatever's bothering him at 
the moment, no matter how remote a threat 
to life, is an emergency." 
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From 1955 to 1970, emergency room 
visits soared from 15 million to 50 million 
annually. The Georgetown Hospital felt the 
increase, but the number of visits has been 
stabilized at approximately 15,000 a year. 

Morrison attributes the relatively low 
number of emergency room visits to the 
absence of major highways, heavy industry 
and violent crime in the Georgetown area. 

The D.C. Hospital Council gave the George
town Emergency Room service two years ago 
a "two" rating on a scale of five, behind the 
first place category that would indicate most 
comprehensive care. Since then, the Univer
sity has upgraded the quality of its 
equipment and facilities, according to 
Morrison. 

Not Enough Money 

As a result, Georgetown's E.R. will con
tinue to be staffed with residents who are 
being trained in other hospital programs 
until specialists become available. 

Plans for a Concentrated Care Center, 
originally scheduled for completion in 
January, call for an 18·bed emergency care 
section, but the future of the complex is 
purely speCUlative. Ground has not been 
broken for the complex and federal money 
for the project is not assured. 

Dr. Esswein's hopes for a videotape 
service for patients, a well-designed student 
health serivce facility and a shuttle bus to 
transport incapacitated students to the 
hospital, Dr. Hufnagel's training program for 
emergency care specialists and Morrison;s 
plans for an improved emergency room are 
low in University budget priorities. 

Georgetown already has made strides in 
comprehensive Emergency Medical Tech
nician training, but the University's efforts 
must be coordinated with stepped·up rescue 
squad service throughout the D.C. area. 

Improving the Student Health Service still 
is largely in the planning stage, with "slim 
possibility" of realization, according to 
Esswein. He currently is studying the health 
services provided by other schools in the 
District of Columbia, Virginia and Maryland. 
He hopes to have the study ready for 
distribution by September, but on the basis 
of his results so far he feels justified in giving 
himself generally high marks. 

A Student Government Health Service 
Task Force, composed of Jay Hatfield 
(SFS'76) and Pam Doran (GUNS'76) has 
discussed instituting such a survey them
selves, but the two have yet to come up with 
any concrete recommendations. 

Esswein suggests that the Student Gov
ernment look into the cost of health care at 
Georgetown. Currently the Student Health 
Service provides free care and pays for the 
first visit to another physician on referral, 
but rumors of a shift back to voluntary 
health service insurance alarm Esswein. 

A nurse and patient at the Student Health Service. (Photo by Moses Albert) 

He has been considering a mandatory, 
comprehensive Health Maintenance Organi
zation, providing complete medical care. 
While costs currently are "fantastic," he feels 
that a possible solution to the health service 
problems may lie somewhere in this field. In 
the meantime, these problems, student 
complaints and health service "mythology" 
continue. 
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Gays May Invite 
Speakers to G.U. 

(Continued from page 1) 
cognition of the. group and denied 
them permission to use the name 
"Georgetown.", Appert said he 
conulsted with the group's lawyers 
and felt "we have, a perfect right to 
use the word Georgetown. Many 
organizations and businesses use the 
name Georgetown without getting 
formal recognition from the Univer
sityadministration." 

other and realize there are healthy 
homosexuals." 

The group has planned to show 
films on the gay liberation move
ment and invite speakers to discuss 
the subjects of homosexuality and 
sexuality in general~ They will ask 
the library to reinforce its collec
tion of literature on homosexuality 
and replace the "outdated, one
sided and blatantly unfair books 
presently available." 
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Gerald Ford, 
B. F. Skinner 
To Speak 

Republican House Minority 
Leader Gerald Ford will speak on 
"New Directions for the '70's" at 4 
p.m. Saturday in New South Facul· 
ty Lounge, the Lecture Fund an
nounced this week. 

The lecture group also an
nounced the following speakers for 
April: Fr. Ryan denied formal recogni

tion because "the goals we want to 
encourage by formal, recognition of 
groups are the same goals for which 
the University was established. 
These goals have been re-adapted 
according to history and the evolu
tion of Christian thinking. 

"A lot of people think that such 
a group as this would separate 
homosexuals from the hetero
sexuals, but I hope to have straights 
and in-betweens as well," Appert 
said. frlhl'h" Appert, a coordinator of gay group: e can have social 

• Richard Scammon, co-author 
of The Real Majority, at 7 p.m. 
April 11 in the Hall of Nations. 
Scammon's appearance will be co
sponsored by the government de
partment. 

"The presence of speakers and 
attendance at and participation in 
lectures and discussions can provide 
you with other occasions for the 
'educational sessions and dispersal 
of information' that you seek by 
requesting official recognition of 
your group," Fr. Ryan said. 

Michael Garcia (SFS '75), a 
former coordinator of the group, 
said "I think this straight campus 
needs some gayness." 

activities where gay people on campus can meet each other and realize 
there are healthy homosexuals." (Photo by Fred Kohun) • Harold Lasswell, Yale Univer

sity political scientist, at 8 p.m. 
April 12 in Gaston Hall. Lasswell 
will be the final speaker in the 
social sciences series, directed by 
Dr. Tom Beauchamp of the philos
ophy department and Dr. Jose Sor
zano of the government depart
ment. 

"After our visit to our lawyers, 
we thought of having a speaker on 
campus, specifically somebody to 
relate to people our ages from the 
Gay Activists' Alliance, D.C.," said 
David McCaughey (SLL'74), 
another group coordinator. 

Board May Vote 
To End Parietals 

Appert hopes that the group will 
"let people know that there are gay 
people on campus and that we're 
concerned about the image homo
sexuals have. W~ can have speakers, 
distribute printed information and 
schedule social activities where gay 

on campus can meet each 

Appert expressed concern that 
"several students are afraid of being 
tossed out of their dorms for being 
gay. I think most people don't want 
to talk about it because they're 
embarrassed," he said. 

.,' the bull loves miXets ... 

(Continued from Page 3) 
was fairly good," the freshman said. 
"However if 'the administration 
wanted to abolish the whole sys
tem, there was no way we could 
win in court." 

A high official in Student 
Government hinted that the Board 
of Directors would vote to end 
freshman parietals at their May 
meeting, and speculated that this 
might be related to the agreement 
between the administration and the 
adjudications board. 

"I have heard that the Board will 
vote to end parietals from many 
people, but a number of people 
have also said that freshman pari
etals will never be abolished," 
Leslie said. 

Quadrangle House Council Presi
dent Dave Nerkle (C'76), who has 

Super BUll. Vodka al1d Schlitz Malt Liquor on-the-rocks with a 
lemon twist. 
Bull Cooler. Schlitz Malt liquor and any dry, white wine. 
Spanish Bull. Shake up some Schlitz Malt Liquor, tomato juice, a 
dash of Worcestershire sauce and two drops of Tabasco sauce. 
Look out for the Bull ! 

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody. 

© 1973 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co" Milwaukee and o'ther great cities, 

been active in the fight to establish 
24-hour intervisitation for fresh
men, was optimistic about possible 
Board action. 

"The subcommittee of the Stu
dent Life Policy Committee 
(S.L.P.C.), which considered un
limited intervisitation, made a 
favorable report and the full com
mittee voted nine to one to abolish 
parietals for second semester fresh
men," Nerkle said at a house 
council meeting this week. 

"An extensive report was pre
pared, which included a poll of 
Housemasters who were in favor of 
getting rid of parietals. Most of the 
administrators I have talked to 
agreed. The only opposition seems 
to have come from faculty mem
bers who are the most removed 
from the situation," Nerkle added. 

• Gennady Fedosov, first secre
tary of the 'Soviet embassy, at 7: 30 
p.m. April 19 in the Hall of Na
tions, on "Internal Politics of the 
Soviet Union." 

• Alexandr Bessmertnyh, coun
sellor for the Soviet embassy, at 
7:30 p.m. April 26 in the Hall of 
Nations, on "Soviet Foreign Pol
icy." Admission to this speech and 
to Fedosov's presentation will be 
open only to students with a 
Georgetown I.D. 

• Dr. B. F. Skinner and Dr. 
Fred Kellner, at 3:30 p.m. April 27 
in Gaston Hall, co·sponsored by the 
psychology department. Tickets for 
the speech will be available in the 
psychology department office after 
April 23. 

buck SUNDAY" 

off! 
THRU 

THURSDAY 
For Each 

Adult Member 
of Your PartY 

ALL THE BEER
YOU CAN DRINK 

plus 
ALL THE SALAD 
YOU CAN MAKE 

plus 
A JUICY BONE-IN 
SIRLOIN STEAK 

~:b~$2.95 
FOR DINNER ONLY 

EMERSONS, Ltd. 
unlimited steak dinners 

• WASHINGTON, D. C.-1511 K Street. N.W, , , 
(next to the Statter-Hilton) 

• BETHESDA, MD.':"Wildwood Shopping Center... "", 
(Old Georgetown Road and Democrwcy Boulevard) 

• GREENBELT. MD.-6076 Greenbelt Road" ,"" , 
(Beltway Plala Shopping Center) 

• SILVER SPRING, MD.-7820 Georgia Avenue , 
(where Georgia and Eastern Aves. meet) 

• ALEXANDRIA. VA.*-4349 Duke Street (Route 236), 
. (lV2 miles East of Route 95) 

• FAIRFAX. VA.'-10900 Lee Highway (Route 50) 
(near Kamp Washington) 

• Mr. VERNON. V!I.*-S626 Richmond Highway (Route 1), , 781).1111 
(EngleSide Shopping Center-l I"rule North of Fort BelVOir) . 

• ROSSLYN, VA.*-1515 Wilson Boulevard, '" 
~ (just across Key Bridge) . 

C.OMPLIMENTARY COFFEE OR TEA 
WHAT DO YOU WEAR? ANYTHING! 

W In Virginia Price Includes Pitchers of Beer 
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P.I.R.G . . Blasts D.C. Pharmacies 
by Andy Lang 

A District of Columbia Public In
terestResearchGroup (D.C.P.I.R.G.) 
study has revealed unethical practices 
and violations of federal standards by 
pharmacies in the Washington area. 

P.I.R.G. was organized last year 
at George Washington University, 
and is financed by voluntary con
tributions collected from students 
by the G.W. university administra
tion. The Georgetown administra
tion announced last week it will 
allow a similar P.I.R.G. group to 
organize here and will act as a 
collecting agent to finance its ac
tivities. 

P.I.R.G. is a consumer re.search 
group and is funded and staffed by 
students in the Washington area. 
Universities that act as collecting 
agents for the group allow students 
to contribute voluntarily $2 at re
gistration and turn the money over 
to the student·elected P.I.R.G. 
board. 

P.I.R.G. has used money col
lected at G.W. registration last year 
to hire two professional staff mem
bers. "We hope to increase our staff 

Last year, in New York City 
alone, 7 nursing nuns made 
6.322 patient visits. Not in- hos
pitals. but in the patients' own 
homes. Fantastic? Not at all. 
Not for the Dominican Sisters of 
the Sick Poor. Ever since they 
were founded in l876, the Sisters 
have been doing the impossible 
daily. 
Long before there were relief 
agencies or visiting nurses, the 
Dominican Sisters were dedicated 
to nursing the poor in their own 
homes thus keeping the families 
together. 
Today, the Dominican Sisters of 
the Sick Poor are still on the job. 
Although their primary work is 
still in nursing, it has been ex
panded to include social work, 
physiotherapy, dietetics, and al
most all health related profes
sions. Each woman h'1S her own 
skill, her own special ability to 
offer. 1n this Order, which is 
small in size, there is both free
dom and flexibility. 
Yet the Sisters arc not merely 
visiting nurses but religiOUS 
nurses wIlD thinkof their patients, 
not as cases, but suffering mem
bers of the Mystical Body of 
Christ who need. even beyond 
material and physical help, the 
healing unction of Christ's love. 
To learn bow you can serve as a 
Dominican Sister of tbe Sick Poor 
write to: 
Sister Marguerite Mitchell, 
Vocation Director 
RoomHI4 
Mariandale.Ossiniog.N. Y.I0562 

DOMINICAN SISIIRS OF-

1IIE sa POOIL " 

size next fall when we expect at 
least four or five D.C. universities 
to have this funding procedure 
approved," a spokesman for the 
group said. 

The student study of area 
pharmacies was released at a press 
conference Thursday morning. 

The survey was divided into two 
parts: a city-wide survey of 40 
pharmacies and an in-depth study 
of 11 pharmacies in the Foggy 
Bottom vicinity. 

\ . 

D.C. P.I.R.G. purchased 140 
drugs and found that pharmacists 
failed to meet profeSSional stan
dards in 66 cases. The unprofes
sional conduct included: packaging 
drugs in containers that did not 
meet federal standards for pro
tection of children, packaging drugs 
in containers that did not meet 
district and federal standards for 
"light-resistance," substitution of 
brand name drugs with cheaper 
brands, misleading labeling of 
drugs and overpricing of some drug 
brands. 

The study was co-ordinated by 
Robert Gaines, 21, a senior at 
George Washington University and 
Vice-President of the District 
P.I.R.G. board. Lisa Bramson and 
Randy Swisher, both G.W. stu
dents, also were co-ordinators of 
the study. 

Robert Gaines at the P.I.R.G. press conference. To his left is Lisa Bramson, a co·director of the drugstore 
study. (Photo by Andy Lang) 
ed in light-resistant containers, as 
prescribed by D.C. and federal law, 
can lose their potency after a period 
of time, Gaines said. Drugs packag· 
ed improperly also ca~ cause gas· 
tro-intestinal disorders, he said. -

Some drugs that are not packag-
Failure to package drugs in light 

-resistant containers was the biggest 

HUGE FRAME SELECTION 
ALL THE LATEST STYLES 

EYES EXAMINED 
CONTACT LENSES 
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED 
EMERGENCY SERVICE 

AND SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS 

ATLAJllTlI: 
II~TIC'AI. 

PENNSYLVANIA AVE., NW 
(Convenient to GUj 

DAILY 9-6; SAT. 9-3 466-2050 

n~t Fall.eleCI Bregenz, 
Austria! Wagner College's 
European Campus 

J2~"ear 

~ 
WAGNER 
COLLEGE 

Apply now to experience one of the most 
exciting 'year abroad' programs available, 
centrally located among Europe's finest 
winter sports areas. 

Live with an Austrian family. No language 
requirement for admission. Learn German by 
using it • Independent travel and organized 
excursions throughout Europe • Skiing and 
ski instruction. Fully accredited-

CURRICULUMS INCLUDE: 
Art, Art History, Economics, Education, 
English, Languages, Histo'ry, MUSic, 
Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology and 
Physical Education. 

Open to sophomores, juniors and seniors from all 
accredited colleges. For details write: 

WAGNER COLLEGE 
BREGENZ STUDY PROGRAM 

Wagner College 
Staten Island. New Yprk 10301 
(212) 390-3107 

violation of D.C. and federal stan· 
dards, Lisa Bramson said. Of 11 
stores surveyed in the G.W. area, 62 
percent did not meet packaging 
standards. According to an area· 
wide study, 50 percent of the drug 
stores investigated failed to package 
certain drugs in light-resistant con
tainers. 

Only two major drug stores in 
the G.W. area sold products with 
caps designed to protect children. 
These caps are required by federal 
law for products that potentially 

• 
10 

San Marino 
A unique co-ed 

summer experience 

in "The ~)rkls Oklcsl Republic" 

Dates: 2 4-wk sessions in 
July and August. Courses: 
Studio art, Renaissance and 
medieval art history, Italian. 
Cost: $520-$1200. covers 
travel, rm and bd, tuition, 2-
10 college credits. Qualifica
tion: High school grad. Attrac
tions: Short distance from 
Florence, Ravenna, Rome, 
Venice, beaches of Rimini. 

Write: Admissions Office 

Finch College 
52 East 78th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10021 
Call: (212) 288-8450 

can be harmful to children. Peoples 
and Dart drug stores in the survey 
were the only two stores that con
sistently sold products with the 
special caps. 

The survey found seven cases of 
pharmacists substituting a cheaper 
drug for a prescribed product. Six 
of the violations took place at 
Town House pharmacy, a store that 
P.I.R.G. has placed on its "Dirty 
Dozen" list of the worst offenders 
against pharmaceutical law. 

In only six of 40 drug purchases 
did the pharmacists offer expert 
advice on drug reactions and proper 
usage, Gaines said. A telephone 
survey showed that 50 percent of 
the pharmacists who were required 
to prepare a simple skin ointment 
either refused to do so or said they 
did not have the necessary ingredi
ents. 

The students said they found 
that there is a significant price 
difference between drug stores. A 
series of 10 prescriptions cost $20 
more at Bialek's drug store than at 
Dart, Ms. Bramson said. 

As a result of the survey, the 
research group has recommended 
that the D.C. government move 
against three drug stores the study 
singled out for massive violations of 
federal < standards and professional 
ethics. The three stores were: Pet
worth Pharmacy on Georgia A ve
nue, Save-Mor Drugs on G St., N.W. 
and Town House Pharmacy on 19th 
St., N.W. P.I.R.G. included the 
three businesses on the "Dirty 
Dozen" list and said the stores were 
responsible for providing hundreds 
of thousands of dollars of narcotic 
drugs to customers without proper 
controls. 

P.I.R.G. also recommended: 
• that D.C. pharmaciSts make 

all efforts possible to adhere to 
proper packaging standards. 

• that the City Council pass 
pharmacy regulations proposed by 
the Drug Traffic and Chemical 
Control Division of the Department 
of Environmental Services. 

• that the Board of Pharmacy 
devise legislation to update the 
District's Pharmacy Practices Act of 
1906. 

BLOOD PLASMA DONORS NEEDED 

-Fee Paid- I.D. Required. 
Earn while you learn-bring your books 

Choose a 
Convenient 
Location 

ANTIBODIES,INC. 
1712 Eye St .• N.W. 
Suite 210 
Washington, D.C. 
Open: 8:00 a.m. 298-6960 

UNIVERSITY PLASMA CENTER 
9321 Hartwick Rd. 
(Univ. Nat;'::",,1 Bank Bldg.) 
College Park, Md. 
Open: 8:30 a.m. 927-8062 

BETHESDA PLASMA CENTER 
4715 Cordell Ave. 
(behind Little Tavern) 
Bethesda, Md. 
Open: 8:30 a.m. 657·2875 
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U.S.-Soviet Relations 
Better, Diplomat Says 

~ . 
Alexandr Yevstafiev, press counsellor for the Soviet Emb.assy, said 
American public opinion of the Soviet Union improved' after the 
"bitterness" of the Czechoslovakia invasion. (Photo by Stuart Garfinkle) 

College to Sponsor 
Confab on Women 

The College of Arts and Sciences 
will sponsor a "Conversations on 
Life Planning" program that will 
bring women faculty members 
together with students to discuss 
professional careers for women. 

The women faculty members 
will discuss full-time careers for 
women and the problems created 
by careers in married life. There 
was a session of the program for 
women yesterday and a session will 
be conducted April 12 for men_ 

"As women and faculty mem
bers we have experienced both the 
satisfaction and the problems that 
come with trying to meet a double, 
and often conflicting, set of ex
periences," the women faculty 
members said. "We would like to 

share our experiences with women 
considering similar choices. We also 
would like to talk with men who 
will be working with women 
professionals and may be loving 
professional women." 

Women faculty from several 
College departments will be par
ticipating in the sessions, including 
professors from the French, Bio
logy, History, Government and 
Sociology departments. 

"Self-knowledge and realistic 
planning may help integrate having 
a: career with being a wife and 
mother, or being a single wo~an," 
the faculty members said. "Explor
ing expectations of your relation
ship with a woman may enrich your 
role as a husband and father, or a 
single man_" 

by Sal Massaro 
"Not interference,- but under

standing" of Soviet-American rela
tions was the theme of a speech 
yesterday evening in the Hall of 
Nations by Soviet Embassy Press 
Counsellor Alexandr Yevstafiev. 

Yevstafiev was the first speaker 
in a three-part series on th.e Soviet 
'Union sponsored by the Lecture 
Fund. He said there was a differ
ence between the Soviet and 
American mentalities. "The Soviet 
people make a great distinction 
between labeling an issue in their 
society as a' 'question' or a 
'problem.''' As one Soviet city 
official put it, in a story related by 
Yevstafiev, "We don't have many 
problems; we have many ques
tions." 

"Life has changed in many ways 
since the revolution," Yevstafiev 
said. The standard of living has 
increased four times since World 
War II. Apartment housing is easy 
to obtain. The literacy rate among 
the Soviet people has increased 
since the revolution in 1917. 

Drinan 
(Continued from Page 1) 

physicians in the sanctity of human 
life? " 

Fr. Drinan suppor~s socialized 
medicine as far as providing the 
opportunity for the poor to get 
adequate medicine. He serves on_ 
the House Judiciary Committee and 
supports amnesty for Americans 
who have exiled themselves rather 
than be drafted to fight in the 
Vietnam war. 

Fr. Drinan ended his speech with 
a quote from the late President 
John Kennedy _ "Those who make 
peaceful revolution impossible 
make violent revolution inevitable." 

C·CN-33 An important announcement to every 
student in the health professions: 

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS 
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.. 

THEY COVER TUITION AND 
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN 

ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL. 

If a steady salary of $400 a 
month and paid-up tui~ion 
will help you continue your 
professional training, the 
scholarships just made pos
sible by the Uniformed 
Services Health Professions 
Revitalization Act of 1972 
deserve your close attention. 
Because if you are now in a 
medical, osteopathic, dental, 
veterinary, podiatry, or op
tometry schOOl, 01' are work
ing toward a PhD in. Clinical 
Psychology, you may' qU!llify-

We make it easy for you. to 
complete your studies. You're 
commissioned as an officer as 
soon as you enter the pro
gram, but remain in student 
status until graduation. And, 
during each year you will be 

on active duty (with extra 
pay) for 45 days. Naturally, 
if yOUl' academic schedule 
requires that you remain on 
campus, you stay on campus 
-and still receive. your active 
duty pay. 

Active duty requirements 
are fair. Basically, you serve 
one year as a commissioned 
officer for each year you've 
participated in the program, 
with a two year minimum. 

. You may apply for a scholar
ship with either the Army, 
Navy or Air Force, and know 
that upon entering active 
!iuty you'll have rank and 
duties in keeping with your 
professional training. 

The life's work you've cho
sen for yourself requires long, 

hard, expensive training. 
Now we are in a position to 
give you some help. Mail in 
the coupon at your earliest 
conveniE!Dce for more detailed 
information. 
r;=~~~~:~~;------' 

BuxA 
Univenal City. Texas 78148 
I de.ire information for the fonowin« 
pl"OfrTam: 

~ 
Army n N.vy 0 Ai. Force 
Medical70.teopathic 0 Dental 
Veterinary 0 Podiatry-
O~er (P~1lH I-p«l(y). ____ _ 

N.m·--"7'(p-:-... -.... -p-rl:-n':-:-'----
Soc. Sec. ,, _______ _ 

Addreu ________ _ 

City _________ _ 

St ______ Zip-___ _ 

Enrolled at---;;;(SoW:h=OO:O;n---

To gl'aduate in-o"f~Mo-n:-:-'h""') -;(-:;-Ye~.r:-:-) -;(-:::0...= ... -:, 

Date ot birth -0-:( M":""o-'n,-:-h ):---:-:( D:-.y-o",---:(-:-:Ye:-".r-:-, 

( ·Podiat.oy nut available In Air Force Prolirramo L ________________ ~ 

The 50th anniversary of the 
Soviet Union in December, 1972 
gave the Soviet people an oppor
tunity to evaluate their accomplish
ments. "You are proud of your 
country; we are proud of ours," 
said the Soviet press counsellor. 
Yevstafiev reminded the audience 
that in the 50 years of Soviet 
history, the Soviet Union has 
emerged from the destruction of 
World War II as the second most 
powerful nation in the world. 

"We are carrying out our 'peace 
offensive,'" said Yevstafiev. "One 
of the points of that program 
includes the liquidation of hotbeds 

of war such as in Southeast Asia." 
Yevstafiev pointed to the cease-fire 
as a visible sign of improved 
Soviet-American relations. He 
stated that the Moscow summit 
talks marked "great agreements" 
and "the promise" of the visit of a 
Soviet leader to this country , 
perhaps this year. 

Other relations are perhaps not 
as good. The press counsellor was 
plagued with questions on Jewish 
emigration from the Soviet Union. 
Yevstafiev replied that "resignation 
of Soviet citizenship is a major step; 
these people are almost considered 
as traitors." 

THE GEORGETOWN 
UNIVERSITY CHORUS 
Invites Everyone to its Free Annual 

SPRING CONCERT 

SUNDAY APRil 15 8.30 PM 

GASTON HALL 
Selections from: Vaughan Williams, Mozart, 

Stravinsky and Fa~re 

Join us for a relaxing and entertaining evening. 

SOPHOMORES. 
SPEND your Junior Year in 
NEW YORK-at N.Y.U. 
EARN a great experience 
AND degree credit. 

When you're in New York City, you're where it's at and 
where they are. Leonard Bernstein. Willie Mays. The 
splendid new Veliizquez at the Metropolitan. Margaret 
Mead. The Brooklyn Bridge. Clive Barnes. Washington' 
Square and The Village. Andy Warhol. Jones Beach. 
Eugene McCarthy. Joe Namath. Joan Sutherland. 
Peoples, foods, cultures from all over this earth of ours. 

Washington Square College of Arts and Science at New 
York University invites you to experience the cosmo
politan uniqueness of this great city. If the dean of your 
college approves, you can study and live here for your 
entire junior year. Whatever your field. Pre-med, pre
dentistry, pre-law. Math. Journalism. Psych. The full 
liberal arts spectrum. Or education, business, and 
the arts. 

After your year as a New Yorker, you'll return to your 
own college to complete your degree-a degree with a 
year's enrichment that is now available here for you. 

For details, mail the coupon below. ----..----------------------
Director, Junior Year in New York 
Washington Square College of Arts 

and Science 
New York University 
906 Main Building 
Washington Square 
New York, N.Y. 10003 

Please send me complete information about the Junior 
Year in New York program. 

Name __ ~ __________________________________ _ 

Address _________________ _ 

City __________ -State ___ .LJZip __ _ 

Telephone, _________________ _ 
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'Academic"Elections Set 
For Four G. U. Schools 

(Continued from Page 1) 
creasing enrollment, and initiated 
other reforms. 

There are 12 positions open in 
the School of Foreign Service 
Academic Council. Candidates for 
Class of '75 Representative are Jim 
Schultz, Bruce Rosen, Michael 
Harrington and Hans Heinsen. Class 
of '74 Representative hopefuls are 
Bob Lebrun, Nick Lamberti, Ray 
Cerreta, Harvard McElwain' and 
Elizabeth Krob. Class of '76 Re· 
presentative candidates are Kath
leen Sullivan, Katherine Raben
stein, Rhonda Johnson, David 
Murphy, Paul Der Ohannesian, 
Sarah Vieneey, Jayne Januzzi and 
Scott Wendelin. 

Neal Feldman, Ray Cerreta and '74 Representative are Karen 
Don Guenther. The Executive Com- Zokoff and Janine Farhat; for Class 
mittee (EXCO) is the foreign of '75 Representative Jill Sagarin, 
service governing body and includes and Thea Bruhn for Class of '76 
student, faculty and administration Connie Brown, Maria Hernandez 
representatives. and Debbie Wolf. There are two 

The S.F.S. Academic Council positions open for additional 
has "provided the impetus for candidates in the '75 and '76 races. 
curriculum reform, an investigation The language school academic 
of the grading system, and partici-
pation of the Rank and Tenure group is working on a proposal for 
process," a spokesman for the a possible double major outside 

S.L.L. and has proposed curriculum 
S.A.B. said. h . th h I 

Candidates are vying for three c anges III e sc 00. 

positions in the School of Business The S.A.B. convinced the ad
Administration. Candidates for ministration to iI).stitute a reading 
Representative in the Class of '76 period before exams and has 
are Brendan O'Connell, Erryl prepared a Comprehensive Report 
Kendall and Marco Gomez. Class of on the Enrollment, which describes 
'75 candidates are Joe Engler, the effect of increasing class quality 
Cathy Ganther, Lynn Kruger and of education at Georgetown. The 
Jack Denman. At-Large Academic S.A.B. also has published the course 
Representative candidates are evaluation booklet that will be 
Morgan McDonnell, Pete Karches distributed next week. 
and Charles Ross. 

The business school academic 
council has sponsored educational 
forums and worked with the dean 
to develop a new curriculum. 

BLOOD & PLASMA 
DONORS NEEDED 

All Blood Types 

Congressional Republican Leader Gerald Ford will speak at New 
South Faculty Lounge at 4 p.m. tomorrow. 

Candidates for the At-Large 
Academic Representative are Dick 
Ruebensaal, Steve Duffy and Dan 
Guenther. Candidates for five 
positions on the S.F .S. Executive 
Council are Anthony Natale, Joe 
Farkas, Kevin Conry, John Rues
sman, Andrew Parish, Mary Anne 
Cathopoulis, Elizabeth Krob, 
Thomas Merrick, David Luvara, 
Karen Barry, Debbie Insly, Gigi 
Coiton, Dave Hoyle, Mark Garvin, 

There are nine pOSitions open in 
the School of Languages and 
Linguistics. Candidates for Class of 

Fee Paid at time of Donation 
Antibodies Inc. 

1712 EyeStreet,N.W. Suite210 
1.0. Required 

" 

Far 
the 

Summersplit. An out. An out of the apart
ment, room, landlord, lease, or roommate 
you don't want this summer. Summersplit. 
A gUide. To be consulted by people who 
need to get into an apartment, room, or 
roommate. Summersplit. An alternative. To 
paying for an ad, hassling with real estate 
agents, giving your landlord a hOlf a month's 
rent. Summersplit. An added dimension. 
Because the apartment, room, and roommate 
listings become available both locally and 
nationally. In short, if you have an apartment 
or share an apartment you don't want this 
summer, Summersplit is the answer. 

Summersplit starts out as a questionnaire 
You fill in what it is you have and you send 
it to us with $3. In April (With the help of a 
computer) your apartment, room, or room-

mates become a part of the Summersplit 
guide. This guide will be available free in over 
1000 college housing offices, libraries, and 
bookstores across the country. In addition, 
interested people can also send for individual 
city SE,ulons of their own at minimal cost. 

What Summersplit comes down to is a very 
available, very specialized, very useful 
directory. For $3 you'll be contacting literally 
thousands of people who need an apartment, 
room, or roommate where you are. Look for 
our flyers (or get one from your housing 
office or send us the coupon below). That will 
be your first step toward getting away from 
where you don't want to be this summer and 
getting to where you do. That just has to be 
worth $3 to you. 

r~~~~~~~~~~~~---------~ " P.O. Box 6, Kenmore S1ation, ' Boston, MA 02215 I 
I ~.~ Nome -I 

I City State Zi p I 
I I 
I J 
I I 
L A natIOnaI9l*Ieto apartments and rooms available for the SlI1'II11E!r. • 
~~~-~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~--~~ 
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VVhich Sport Acts Like'·"l~~ 
Our National Pastime? 

Editor's note: The following editorial was 
published in the November, 1972 issue of Sport. It is 
used by permission of Sport Magazine, published by 
Macfadden-Bartell Corporation. 

For the sports fan, this is a glorious, if confusing, 
time of year. The World Series is being played, the 
hockey and basketball seasons are beginning and 
football is in full swing. Some of us have clear-cut 
preferences among the four major spectator sports. 
But most of us suffer the pleasant bewilderment of 
not knowing where to focus our attention or when to 
switch channels. That's why it's so difficult to answer 
the old question: Which sport is really the national 
pastime? Instead, let's examine a related but 
significantly different question: Which of our major 
sports acts like America's No.1 sport by fulfilling its 
obligations to the American public? 

Hockey, though it has millions of dedicated fans in 
this coun try, still belongs to Canada. Basketball is an 
American invention but, in the minds of the public as 
reflected in polls, it still suffers from the stigma of its 
original purpose-to keep athletes in shape between 
the football and baseball seasons. 

That leaves the old argument: Baseball vs. football. 

the football season). But the poll also revealed 
football's preference for certain kinds of fans. First, 
everyone under the age of 18 was excluded from the 
poll, though obviously a substantial proportion of all 
sports fans, and Americans, is under the age of 18. 

The poll also broke down the answers according to 
education and income, and concluded that "Football 
is followed much more by the highest income, the 
college educated and profeSSional people .... Baseball 
is followed more by the lower income, high school 
educated and skilled labor groups." Of course pro 
football would prefer to be No.1 across the board, 
but it seems happy to concede the lower income and 
education groups to baseball as long as it can have the _, 
economic elite. 

Meanwhile baseball still gears itself for the average 
American. Ticket prices remain among the best 
entertainment buys anywhere, with $1 to $1.50 being 
enough for a seat in almost any major league park. 
Instead of ignoring youth, baseball, with its many 
promotions, actively caters to them. Since long 
before women's lib, baseball has made great efforts to 
attract women fans. Through inner city clinics and 
other special efforts, baseball also pays more 
attention to underprivileged children than does 
football. 

r< '~. 

Both sports have the national scope to justify their 
claims to being No. 1. Each originated in the United 
States; each is followed-and played at one time or 
another-by a large percentage of the nation's 
population. But which sport acts ~s if it is, in fact, the 
sport for all Americans? 

Take a look at football. The pro game, as a sport 
and business, hardly seems aimed at the average 
American. Sure, you can always catch a game on TV, 
but the true fan wants to be able to attend his 
favori te sporting event in person, at least occa
sionally. Today in almost all NFL cities that's damn 
near impossible. Just about every seat in every 
stadium is occupied by a season-ticket holder, who 
pays anywhere from $40 to $100 and up. Few teams 
set aside any seats for single-game sales, the only kind 
the average fan could afford. 

Baseball's owners are hardly models of progres
siveness, but on the whole they act more enlightened 
than their counterparts in football. In New York 
City, for example, while the Giants made plans to 
move to New Jersey to be closer to the affluent 
suburbs, the Yankees committed themselves to 

'--- -",' ", 
~f~~''':'; , .. ~ (} <;,..;': 

staying in a low-income area of the Bronx. 

Football's bias in favor of the affluent fan was 
underlined during last year's Super Bowl festivities. 
The NFL people proudly announced a privately 
commissioned Louis Harris poll that supported 
football's claim to being America's favorite sport (not 
surprising, since the poll was taken at the height of 

There is, of course, an economic reason for this 
difference between baseball and football-the diffi
culty of filling ballparks for baseball's long schedule. 
But we also believe there are other reasons. Perhaps 
baseball acts like a truly national sport for all 
Americans because it has its roots deeper in American 
democracy than does football. Baseball has been 
played and watched from the beginning by Americans 
of all classes, while football grew up on college 
campuses when only the elite were college educated. 

Football may some day overtake baseball as the 
national pastime. But not, in our view, until it pays 
more attention to fans who aren't among the 
affluent. 

Sport Shorts 

Golf, Crew Open Seasons 
by Ken Glick 

Despite their early season set
backs at the Miami Invitational and 
against Princeton, the Hoya golfers 
are trying to regain their form as 
they take on Catholic and Villanova 
today in a home triangular match. 

Coach Steve Stage berg is looking 
to Captain Tom Piscetta, sopho
more Peter Hill and freshman Mike 
Carroll to improve substantially on 
their game in the coming weeks. 

"During the fall season, Tom 
and Mike were our most consistent 
golfers. Tom ran into a few 
problems with his form in Miami, 
but seemed to straighten out a little 
at Princeton." 

Piscetta, a senior, is usually 
capable of shooting in the 70's, as is 
Hill, whose rounds of 75 and 80 at 
Miami were impressive considering 
the overall lack of practice time 
available to the team. 

Although the Hoyas face a 
rigorous schedule in April, aver
aging 3-4 matches a week, Stage
berg feels confident that the home 
course advantage in most of the 
matches will compensate for the 
lack of available practice time. 

"Our players are capable of 
beating every team on our schedule 
with the exception of Maryland and 
Penn State. As of now, I believe our 
prospects for a successful season 
seem excellent." 

Notable notes: The lightweight 
crew squad opened its season 
Saturday, placing fourth out of five 
teams at Penn. The team followed 
up with a loss to Columbia Sunday. 

difficulty getting up for the race. son c:Jmmented that the crew 
Cortin added that the oarsmen would be lucky to win at the 

really aren't in peak shape at this opener tomorrow against Marietta. 
stage in training but the races early Benson said that at this stage of 
in the season are valuable in that training, the Hoyas are rowing at 31 
they provide experience. When the strokes per minute whereas 
important races come up later in. Marietta is at 35. Georgetown will 
the season, hopefully these meets stress speed work later, concen
will allay any pre-race nervousness. trating mostly on physical condi-

Heavyweight coach Frank Ben· tioning now. 

Whereas football is biased in favor of the at't'luent fan, baseball still most 
acts like the national pastime, gearing itself to the average American. 
(Photo by Pat Early) 

Rtiggers Resting 
With 4-1 Posting 

(Continued from Page 20) 
made a try and Jerry Pallotta added 
eight points with his two trys. 
Second row-man Tom Coates con
tributed seven points towards 
Georgetown's victory by success
fully booting in one penalty ]cick 
and two conversions. 

By the time the C game got 
underway, the field looked like a 
tropical swamp, minus the mos
quitoes. The Hoyas' C squad 
splashed their way to a muddy 
victory over Sud Americano. Sud, 
according to Scott, is one of the 
most skillful and experienced teams 
on the East Coast. 

In the first half, Rich Clark 
scored for Georgetown and Larry 
Donahue followed suit during the 
second half of the game. Sud 

Americano's C team was only able 
to kick a field goal, making the 
final score 8-3. 

Baseball 
(Continued from Page 20) 

to groove the ball. 
The Terps added four more runs 

in the seventh inning to close out 
the scoring. 

The defeat levelled the Hoyas' 
mark at 1-1. Georgetown won its 
opener by tallying four runs in the 
bottom of the ninth to down 
Loyola, 5-4. 

First-baseman John Lacci deli
vered the winning hit, a two out 
single that scored John Botti. 

The Hoyas will attempt to round 
into shape this week if the rain 
subsides. Georgetown plays at Old 
Dominion tomorrow then travels to 
George Washington and Towson on 
Monday and Tuesday respectively. 
The Hoyas return home on Wed
nesday to play John Hopkins. 

Ray O'Brien, Connelly, Mat
tingly and Jarrowey will probably 
handle the Hoya pitching duties in 
the upcoming games. 

GEORGETOWN 

RELAYS 

Georgetown hosts a major 
relay meet in the East 
tomorrow on Kehoe Field. 

Field Events start at 11 :00. 
Running Events begin at 
noon. 

Come see the 
action! According to coach John Cortin, 

the Sunday race was more evenly 
matched, but the team, demor
alized after Saturday's showing, had 

While lightweight rowers opened the spring schedule with a loss to Penn Saturday, the heavyweights debut 
tomorrow against Marietta. The squad is not favored since speed work hasn't been stressed at this early stage 
of training. (Photo by Pat Early) 

Admission is Free! 
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Play 8all, 1973 
Batting 1.000/by Ken Zemsky 

Sport clipping: Rienzo and Thompson swap lives. 
Of course that story in our April Fool's issue was a 

parody of the .Peterson-Kekich episode. Yet because of its 
serious implications the real-life story is not a laughing 
matter. After all, these two men are public figures and as 
such their conduct is placed upon a pedestal for all to see. 

One cannot play the moralist and decry the freedom of 
a man and a woman to fallout of love with each other and 
to seek happiness with another person. However, because 
of the public glare, couldn't Peterson and Kekich have 
been more subtle? They could have divorced and quietly 
remarried the other's wife. One must question the 
intelligence and possibly the sincerity of two couples who 
attended a party and afterwards decided (after a few 
drinks?) to switch mates for a while. 

The concern is that much greater when it is realized 
that the public eye fixed upon Peterson and Kekich is for 
the most part the eyes of American youth. 

We remember the influence that our boyhood heroes 
exerted. Ollf~ could not help but be affected as he watched 
in awe the courage of a Mickey Mantle, playing on 
mutilated knees, Jim Bouton notwithstanding. On a lower 
level there was Bobby Richardson, who would have been 
just as comfortable wearing preacher black as he was in 
Yankee pinstripes. 

The kids of today have as their heroes players who 
make the news by their enormous greed at contract time. 
They often read of something as sordid as the 
Peterson-Kekich thing. Or of a Lance Rentzel, putting the 
moves on a 12-year-old girl. 

It is this which makes the loss of a decent young man 
like Roberto Clemente so tragic. And it is why one can 
only be repulsed by the antics of Fritz Peterson and Mike 
Kekich. 
Sport clipping: 1973 baseball season opens this week. 

And it opens without major league competition in D.C. 
Of course there are those who maintain that even when the 
lowly Senators played in R.F.K. Stadium, major league 
competition was still lacking. 

Certainly it is only fitting that the national pastime 
exist in the nation's capital. 

And if the football Redskins can play to capacity 
crowds, can't baseball equal the performance of the junior 
sport? With a decent team and a shrewd owner (Bob Short 
unfortunately had the financial dexterity of Cal 
Coolidge,i.e., none) baseball can make it in Washington. 

The prospects for attracting a franchise are dim. First, 
without financial backing and with the only spokesman 
being Congressman B.F. Sisk, a Californian who is closed 
to District opinion, the leaderless drive to regain a major 
league franchise is floundering. 

The Orioles, with a sagg:ng attendance and trying to tap 
t Washington's baseball fount, will stave off any attempt to 
f! bring back a team. 
, Finally it is questionable whether the Lords of Baseball 

are sufficiently dedicated to the black community to bring 
back a franchise to a city that has a 70 percent black 
population. 
Sport clipping: Mets to win N.L. East. 

The Reds, Orioles and Chisox also appear ready to grab 
their respective divisions. The Hoyas are another team with 
a better than even chance of capturing a title in its 
division, the D.C. League, if the pitching staff avoids last 
fall's sore arm epidemic. 

Yet the Hoyas muster only a few spectators, who are 
out for a tan, or an occasional stoned soul who falls out of 
sixth Harbin, to discover that he is in right field. 

It's not that students are turned off by the sport 
(witness intramural softball activity). 

Perhaps the reason is that professional baseball does not 
place too much emphasis on collegiate competition but 
rather on its own farm system. Along with the drop in pro 
status from major to minor to collegiate leagues, fan 
interest declines sharply. With a highly developed major 
league and its farm system (something football and 
basketball lack), amateur baseball hasn't caught on. 

Despite its problems baseball in general is still the 
national pastime as Sport magazine claims, and it should 
be another exciting season, whether you're sitting in Big 
Shea, playing for second New North, or watching your 
brother muddle through little league. 

THE HOYA. 
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Senior Rae Hoffman placed first in three events as the Hoyettes swept five of seven events in quest of the D.C. 
Inter-Collegiate championships. (photo by Keith King) 

Gymnasts Springing Toward 
D.C. Collegiate Championship 

by Mary Flannery 
"After seeing our competition, I 

expect to win the championship," a 
jubilant gymnastics coach 
Madeleine Disario said after her 
team's outstanding performance in 

Monday's preliminary meet. 
Georgetown placed first in five out 
of seven events with Rae Hoffman a 
triple winner in vaulting, free 
exercise and tying for first in 
tumbling. 

Bolshevik Revolt 
Succeeds Again 

by Bill Corey 
For the second year in a row the 

Bolshevik Beach Club has taken the 
volleyball championship in the 
independant league. The Beach 
Club finished their undefeated 
season by defeating the surprisingly 
tough Sparkletones. 

Playing in their usual carefree 
manner the Beach Club took an 
early lead in games by beating the 
'Tones 15·9. However in the second 
game the Sparkle tones bounced 
right back to win a squeaker 17·15. 
The Beach Club was then forced to 
abandon their light attitude toward 
the game, and easily won the 
rubber match. 

Medal tournament will also be next 
week during the same days. How
ever applications will only be 
accepted between the hours of one 
and five p.m. There will be no 
entrance fee but participants will be 
required to pay greens fees. 

The competition must be limited 
to four foursomes. As a result 
participants will be selected on a 
first come basis. The tourney will 
be played at Georgetown Prep's 
golf course, with the transportation 
being supplied by the Intramural 
Office. 

In the dormitory division, first 
New South easily man-handled 
fourth New North, winning in 
straight games, 15·5; 15·8. However, 
this impressive victory will do little ,,' 
to change the overall dorm stand \ .~" -:." ~>. 

ings due to the fact that first New 
North seems to ~ave compiled an 
almost insurmountable lead in over
all points. 

Next week begins the registra
tion for both the track and field 
competition and the Golf-Medal 
tournament. The track and field 
registration period will go from 
Monday the ninth until Thursday 
the twelfth, during the hours of 
9:30 and 4:00 p.m. 

Entries will be accepted only in fIt; ... l:'ii~"_!!9I 
person, and there will be a $.25 
entry fee. The track events, which 
will include a 100 yd. dash, a 40 yd. 
dash, and a four-man 880 relay, will 
be held on Thursday, the twelfth at 
5:00 p.m. 

The field events will be held on 
the following day at 4:00 p.m. and 
will include the high jump, the long 
jump and throwing the shot. All 
events will be held on Kehoe field. 

The registration for the Golf-

Tuesday; 
Lacrosse: 

------Mary's College rJ.I-~'-Af\-!P .... 
Tennis: ViIlanQva (H) 1 

2:00 Tuesday; Del~ware (A) 

Coach Disario noted that she 
was "happy with Rae's showing, 
since last year she was sick and 
couldn't compete. Her perfor· 
mance was good for hersel f person· 
ally, and for the team." 

Eileen Kennedy and Suzanne 
Carr were also applauded for their 
first place efforts in the balance 
beam and trampoline competitions 
respectively. 

The Hoyettes are prIming for the 
D.C. Inter·Collegiate meet which 
Georgetown will host April 14 at 
George Washington, Georgetown 
won the meet in 1970 and 1971 
and placed sec-ond last year. This 
competition determines the area's 
outstanding gymMsts and Hilltop 
hopes are high. 

The team can call on only 
three veterans-Hoffman, Kennedy 
and Carole Collins-and relies 
heavily on the fourth and fifth 
place finishers of seven novices to 
boost the overall score. Practicing 
Tuesday and Thursday nights and 
Sunday mornings, the Hoyettes 
feel they are almost ready for the 
championship. 

Towson (H) 1: 00 
Wednesday. 
3:00 Saturday; St. 

(A) 
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After a rain delayed first 
12-1. (photo by Keith King) 

of the'basebi1l1 season, the Hoyas were trounced by the University of Maryland, 

Next: Georgetown Relays 

No. Carolina Hoyas Sweep • In 
by Ned Hogan 

The Hoyas. come off a good 
performance at the Atlantic Coast 
Relays behind the heroics of 
Conrad Zink in preparation for the 
First Annual Georgetown Relays 
tomorrow. The team will be look
ing to repeat its. Raleigh perfor
mance where Georgetown was the 
only team to place in every relay 
event in the meet. 

Zink, the outstanding performer 
of the meet, ran the fastest quarter 

and the two fastest half miles of the The performances of the relays 
meet, 'pacing the two mile relay to a were generally heartening for the 
victory and the sprint medley and coaching staff as the two mile relay 
the mile relays to second place sped to a 7:41.3 first place' finish. 
finishes. Zink was clocked in 1: 52.8 The mile relay placed second in 
in the two mile relay, 1:51.9 in the 3:18.8, the sprint medley was 
sprint medley and 48.6 on the mile second in 3: 27.2, the distance 
relay anchor leg. medley relay was fourth in 10: 20.3 

Also starring for the Hoyas were and the 440 relay was clocked in 
Bruce Groneveldt, Reg Brandveen, 43.2 for fourth. The distance 
Kevin Reilly and Justin Gubbins. medley was, the lone disappoint
Brandveen was on both second ment with Jim Freel, Mark Sickles, 
place relays. and anchored the Steve Caton and Rich Mull experi-

---____________ surpriSing 440 yard relay _ that encing trouble in the rainy con-

Rugby Club 
Splashes to 
Triple Win 

by Mary Quinn 
After almost drowning in the 

swamp (lower Kehoe field) the 
Georgetown ruggers moved en 
masse to Harbin Lounge where they 
proceeded to celebrate a highly 
successful day by drowning them
s e I v es vol un tarily - su bsti tu ting 
alcohol for rainwater. 

The A team now boasts a record 
of four wins and one loss after 
shutting out Johns Hopkins, 14-0. 
In what was described as a very 
well-played game, Kirby Smith 
made a try, worth four points. 
Steve Gannon racked up eight 
points for the Hoyas with his two 
tries. Chris Carter booted a con· 
version for the two remaining 
points. 

finished fourth in the competition. ditions. 
Reilly was the second leg on the The Hoyas play host to several 
two mile relay and the third leg of East Coast teams tomorrow in the 
the mile relay. First Annual Georgetown Relays on 

Gubbins placed a respectable Kehoe Field. Admission is free and 
ninth in a tough six-mile run that all are invited to watch the first 
featured Dan Rincon of Maryland. meet in seven years to be held at 
Rincon set one of the two stadium the Hilltop. 
records that were eclipsed in the ;', 
meet as he paced the field with a 
time of 29: 29.3. Gubbins finished 
ninth when he was outkicked by 
two runners he had had a dogfight 
with for nearly four miles. Gubs 
finished the race in 30: 34.5 which 
was a personal best by nearly 1:30. 

Groneveldt set the other stadium 
record in the high jump as he 
cleared 6'8" in the very slick 
conditions which prevailed in 
Raleigh. Groneveldt had to adjust 
his approach because of the pouring 
rain and the slippery tartan surface. 

The Hoyas entered four other 
individuals in the meet and each 
had a respectable first meet perfor
mance. Rich Butler, freshman 
surprise, eclipsed his personal best 
in the two mile run with a time of 
9:41.7 in the downpour. Earl 
Johnson showed much promise in 

Coach .Tony Scott, a seven ye~r the 440 intermediate hurdles with a 
veteran hImself, was very enthusl- ,time of 574 which is only three 
astic about the way all three teams seconds off the school record and' 
played and expressed his hopes for this was the first time Johnson had 
a winning. season. He n~ted an run the intermediates since his high 
all·round Im~rovement. III the school days. . 
players and SaId that baSICally, all Garlef Schlieker continued to 
Ge,?rgetown lacks now is ex- show promise in the long jump, 
penence. reaching the final. Schlieker jumped 

The Georgetown B's "tryed" 21'113/4" in the preliminary but 
their way to an overwhelming 31-0 was unable. to improve in the final 
shutout over Hopkins. Ken Can- round and placed fifth in the event. 
cilia, the scrum's prop, and Rich Charlie Rousseau ran into some 
Clifford and John Steeger, backs, tough competition in the'100 yard 
each scored four points. dash and was eliminated in the 

Maryland, Rain 
Bat Down G.U. 

by Jim Nagle 
Georgetown's traditional spring 

baseball nemesis, rain and wet 
grounds, wreaked havoc on the 
Hoyas' early season slate and may 
have cost a promising team' its 
chance for a successful campaign. 

Coach Tom Nolan's squad 
waited patiently as four of its first 
six games were postponed by rain 
and wet grounds, but the damage 
incurred by the lay-off may have 
washed out Hoya hopes for a 
posi tive record. 

The lack of playing time, when 
added to the Hoyas' scheduled late 
start, has placed the team at a 
comparative disadvantage to its 
rivals. Georgetown's hitters and 
pitchers have not had an oppor
tunity to develop a rhythm while 
their opponents, who have bene
fited by a half dozen ·or more 
games, are beginning to get into 
shape. 

The consequences of the Hoyas' 
inactivity were brought home by a 
strong University of Maryland team 
that shellacked Georgetown 
pitching for 12 runs and belted four 
long triples en route to a 12-1 rout. 

Though the Hoyas were clearly 
outplayed, it was three four-run 
outbursts by the visiting Terrapins 
that made the difference. 

Mike Mattingly' started for the 
Hoyas and was ripped for four uns 
in the first frame. Mattingly was 
high with several pitches and ~ 
Maryland's aggressive batsmen con· 
nected for two triples. 

After the first frame the gangling 
Georgetown left·hander settled 
down to retire the Terps in the 
second, third, and fourth stanzas. 

Mattingly exited for a pinch 
hitter in the fourth inning as the 
Hoyas rallied to score their only 
run. Steve Connelly started the 
inning with a walk, took second on 
John Botti's bloop single to right
center, advance to third when Dave 
Lowans walked and scored on 
pinch·hitter Tom McBride's infield 
out. -, 

Mattingly's replacement on the 
mound, Pete Jarrowey, also 
suffered through a tough first 
inning as Maryland cinched the win 
with four additional runs. Jarrowej' j 
had control ~roubles and was forced CJ. 

(Continued on Page 18) 

Conflicts' Threaten 
Equity Donations 

by Chuck Lloyd 
Despite a plethora of off-court 

difficulties, the recently concluded 
Equity Funding Tennis Tourna
ment seems to have stayed at least 
one step ahead of the bill col
lectors. 

Though, the final entries have 
not been placed in this year's 
ledger, early estimates by tourney 
promoters place this year's net 
receipts at approximately the same 
$37,500 figure recorded last year. 

If this same figure is reached this 
time around, it will mean that the 
Equity has weathered a storm 
brought on by a variety of dif
ficulties. 

Shortly after Stan Smith swept 
to victory in last year's tourney, l 
many of the tpur's top d~a~s left~ 
the U.S.L.T.A. tour to Jom the., ."2 
World Court Tour. k~,,-

Smith himself headed a star- :; 
studded list of defectors which also : 
included Cliff Richey, Tom Gor-, I 

man and Australian Colin Dibley. 
The W .C. T. provided more dif

ficulties for promoter William 
Riordan and the U.S.L.T.A. with a 
legal battle over sanctions for the 
Equity and W.e.T. tournaments 
which was held 'simultaneously in 
nearby Virginia. The battle ended 
with a reduction in prize money in 
the Equity from a $30,00G purse to 
a paltry $12,500. 

The promotional woes continu- J 
ed to mount with another battle. j 
This time the Washington Post took . 
up arms against Riordian. Ap- ~ 
parently Riordan had Mark Asher, a 1 
Post sportswriter, removed from a ,,' 
recent tourney in Salisbury, Mary- '(' 
land, for' distrubing play with the I 
annoying clatter of his' typewriter. 

Needless to say publicity and 
promotional outlets were greatly 
reduced by the loss of so influential 
an ally. Consequently attendance 
dropped somewhat and endangered 

Larry" "Wild Man" Crevey also preliminaries, but mustered the 
(Continued on Page 18) respectable time of 10.4. 

Conrad tomorrow's Georgetown Relays after' the chances of matching last year's _ 
taklngfUst in the quarter and half mile, of the Atlantle eo"" Relays. gate. I 


